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In Crane Accident

Authorities
Upset Over
Prison Escapes
EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Authorities at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary are upset about not finding a reliable trace of Don Tate, 48,
who has been missing since May 4, and
James Earl Yates, 25, who escaped
Sept. 19. Both men are from Jefferson
County.
Their names are included on a list of
eight penitentiary escapees who have
not beeii aeeounted form about 40 years
of record-keeping.
No one is recorded as being missing
from the institution longer than Henry
Coffee, who disappeared while working
on a small farm that the prison operated in 1946.
The escapee who has been gone the
second-longest amount of time is listed
as Francis McMahon who was convicted in Henderson County and escaped in 1955 from a work detail outside
the prison.
Other escapees unaccounted for at
he maximum security preson in Lyon
County and when they escaped are
Nathan Butler, Henderson County 1956;
Inman English, Jefferson County,1966;
Robert Sharp, Jefferson County, 1968,
ind Joe Stienberger, Warren County,
1976.
Tate apparently outdid them all with
his spectacular escape earlier this
month over the eight-story front wall.
Only one other man, who. is back in
prison, has escaped over the wall.
Tate broke out of a window 25 feet up
in the side of Cellhouse No. 5 and
lowered himself with a piece of
homemade rope to the prison yard.
Before dawn, he went to the intenbr
wall of Cellhouse No, 4, which adjoins
No.5. He climbed a long barred window
and used another piece of rope to get to
the top of the block.
Prison Superintendent Don Bor•
denkircher said evidence showed that
Tate probably used his first rope to
lasso a structure on the ledge atop the
60-foot wall to climb the rest of the way
up the wall of Cellhouse No. 4.
That put hint en top of the roof.and
gave him access to the front of the
prison. From the rope he left behind, it
is apparent that Tate descended the 85
See PRISON
Page 12, Column 3
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Missouri Man Injured
area," Williamson said.
Construction workers said the-crane
A Broseley, Mo., construction worker
About six construction workers and
amount
of
considerable
a
gathered
sustained injuries early today when the
waded into neck deep water to
others
onto
grade
and
down
the
coming
speed
crane he was in careened down a steep
Brown out. A boat was used to
theorized
get
help
Workers
roadway.
straight
a
travel grade leading to Hutson Grain
to the barge docking area.
the
take
him
maneuver
to
trying
was
Brown
•Terminal and into Kentucky Lake more
Construction
workers said the acto
leading
curve
a
around
on
machine
dian VA yards below.
about 10 am. today.
happened
cident
lake,
beside
the
loading
area
barge
the
.Medical personnel at Murrayfinished
putting up some
just
They
had
it.
make
didn't
Calloway County Hospital were but he
the
grain
storage
bins
on the Hutson
off
large
straight
shot
crane
The
working with the man, John W. Brown,
roadway, down a steep embankment Terminal area and were about to do
about 45, prior to noon today.
some finishing work, a worker said.
-Browers a construction worker with some 50 feet into the lake below.
Personnel with Mercy Ambulance
A-construction companion, Willie Joe
Taylor Steel Construction Company of
Murray--Williamson of risk, Mo., was one of the "SerYtee nisbed Brown
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
-first to get into the water to assist Calloway County Hospital for treatConstruction workers with the Brown.
ment.
company said they had just driven the
A hospital spokesman said Brown
The machine turned on to one side as
crane from Missouri to _Hutson's tersustained a possible broken 'arm and
it slid into the lake.
minal just off Ky. 497 on the eastern
"The seat was on top of him and he potential back injuries. He was in X-ray
aide of Callow/4r County.
-was-in water up to about bis- threat prior to- press time- today.
--Workers saiTtrown was driving the
crane into the terminal area down a
gravel road when it appeared he lost
the brakes in the large machine.
"We thought he was just kidding but
when he 'passed by us we knew he
wasn't," one construction worker saki.

Environmental Ed
Is Theme Of
MSU Program

CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENT-A construction crane used by Taylor Steel
Constuction Company of Poplar Bluff, Mo., is shown in Kentucky take
about 50 feet below the top of an embankment where the machine
careened off the roadway. The accident at Hutson Grain Terminal just off
KY 497 left the driver of the machine, John W. Brown, Broseley, Mo.,
injured. The company is completing work on some grain bins at the grain
terminal on Anderson Creek. Hospital personnel said today that Brown
sustained a possible broken arm and potential back injuries. Construction
workers said it appeared the brakes on the machine failed sending it over
200 feet down a grade,through a straightaway and into the lake.

Murray State University's Department of Special Education will again
conduct a summer school program for
children between 8 and 14, with the
main theme this summer called "An
Environmental Education Happerung."
Program workers are now taking
applications for the program designed
for youngsters who need special
assistance in development of reading,
math or social skills as well as
youngsters interested in a summer
time environmental education experience.
According to a spokesman for the
program, the Reesion will be amply
staffed by regular as well as special
teachers,- all--intereated in environmental education. The program
will be hoUsed in the MSU Special
„Education Building located on Rah
Street. "Except for a few short field
trips, we will remain in and around the
building," the spokesman said.
The program will begin on June 26
See SCHOOL
Page 12, Column 5

House Vote Set On
Tuition Legislation

WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation
designed to Cut taxes for families of
tuition-paying students will be voted
onby the House this week when the lawmakers return to work after the
Memorial Day weekend.
The House debate, which begins
Wednesday, will focus on a bill to allow
direct subtraction from income taxes
owed of 25 percent of college or other
postsecondary tuition up to $250. No
votes are expected before Thursday.
The Senate is continuing its recess all
week.
President Carter and a number of
educational, minority and civil rights
groups oppose the legislation, but the
House Republican Policy Committee
and some educational groups support
it, including those who speak for
church-affiliated schools.
The House will consider three
amendments. One,,..would expand the
credits to include private elementary
schools, with
and
secondary
maximums of $50 in 1978 and $100 each
year Th rpm and TAD.
Another amendment would allow the
deduction of 50 percent of tuition, but
maintain the same ceilings.
The third would drop the notion of tax

credits and instead provide low-cost
loans in the form of tax deferrals for
postsecondary tuition only, beginning
with the second year of college or
equivalent education.
Under the tax deferral plan, a taxpayer would be allowed to defer up to
$1,000 per student per year starting
Aug. 1. The maximum would go to
$1,500-in 1982 and $2,000 in 1986. The deferred amounts would be paid back
over a 10-year period at 3 percent interest.
The major argument for college
tuition tax credits is that they would
provide relief to middle-income
families considered too affluent to
qualify for most existing public and private scholarship aid programs.
Opponents of tuition credits say much
of the help would go to families that
need it least, since there would be no
income testand families too poor to owe
income tax would receive nothing.
They also contend the credit would be
so small in proportion to college costs
that it would. vet venally itqtrat a
decision on whether to seek 'higher
education. Accordingly, they say, the $1
billion cost to the federal treasury
would be wasted.

Local Teacher Salaries Are On Par With
State Avarages, New KEA Study Points Out
Salaries for teachers in the Calloway school officials have adopted tentative
County and Murray Independent school salary schedules for next school year.
systems were about ,par with median
According to the KEA study in the
incomes- of teachers statewide, ac- Calloway County School System this
cording td a new Kentucky Education
year the highest maximun salary
( KEA )
research
AsSociation
scheduled was $10,890 for teachers with
publication.
bachelors degrees ( Rank HI), $11,470
The new bulletin deals with salariet for teachers with masters ( Rank II)
of Kentucky teachers for the school
and $12,070 for teachers with masters
year ending.
and 30 hours above ( Rank I).
Starting salaries for Kentucky's
In the Murray system the highest
public school classroom teachers with
salary scheduled was $11,505 for Rank
bachelor's degrees and no experience Di teachers, $12,333 for Rank II
range from $8,500 to $9.995,according tal_teachers, and $12,912, for-asa*-- I
the booklet called "Salary Schedules of' • teachers.
Kentucky Public School Teachers, 19771978."
Eight thousand five hundred dollars a
Mernorial
year was the low starting salary in
Kentucky and that was paid in Bowling
Green independent system. The top
minimum of $9,995 for beginners is in
Fairview independent system in Boyd
County.
By The Associated Press
KEA president Wayne Harvey said
The Memorial Day holiday weekend
last year's ( school year 1976-'77) took its toll on Kentucky highways.
scheduled salaries for beginning
Thirteen persons died in traffic acteachers with bachelor's degrees
cidents between 8 p.m. Friday and
ranged from $7,800 in Bowling Green to
midnight Monday.
$9,300 in Union County.
Extra state police cruisers patroled
Both Calloway County and Murray
the interstates as Kentucky approached

median):
The lowest minimum salary
Median minimum-Rank HI, $9018;
scheduled in Calloway County was $8,
Rank II, $9618; Rank I, $10,218.
965 for Rank III teachers, $9,530 for
Median maximum-Rank III,
Rank II teachers, and $10,220 for Rank I
f11,218; Rank II, $11,818; Rank I,
teachers. In the Murray system, the
$12,440.
lowest salary scheduled was $9,102 for
Kentucky's average salary for
Rank HI teachers, $9,576 for Rank 11
teachers this year is
classroom
$10,101
for Rank I
teachers, and
estimated at $11,700, ranking the state
teachers.
40th in th nation The national average
The bulletin lists these median
minimum and maximum salaries
is $14,244
based on an analysis of salary
State minimum aloltments this year
schedules from all Kentucky school
for teachers with no experience are
SetTEACHERS
systems (half the systems are above
Pagan,Column 3
the median and half are below Um_

Holiday Takes Toll,
13 Die On Kentucky Highways
the end of the weekend. No fatalities
were recorded Monday.
State Police Lt. Ernest Bivens said
heavy patrols were used during the
peak driving periods in an attempt to
cut down accidents.
He said two of the nine people killed
on Kentucky roads during the same
holiday last year were
-driving on interstates. The others were traveling on
secondary roads.
The 13 deaths pushed the state highway death toll for the year to 279,compared with 329 through the same period
last year, police said.
A one-car crash in Graves County
claimed two lives Sunday. State
police said Paula Mason, 17, of rural
Kirksey, and Jeffery G. Satterwhite, 17,
of Rural Murray, died in the accident
on Kentucky 565, about a half mile
south of Gob.
Rick Shelton, 17, of Marshes Sieing,
died in a Sunday night accident in
McCreay County,state police said. His
car ran off Kentucky 700 about 1.5 miles
west of Whitley City.
Michael Poole, 21, of Bagdad, was
killed early Sunday. when‘his cerran off

inside today ,,One Section-12Pages
A Cavoll Hubbard-Martha Collins Democratic
GubernatorThl ticket in 1979? Sy Ramsey, an Associated
Press writer offers an analysis of the political future of the
astute, paradoxical U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
in today's opinion section, Page 4.
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ported.Author Ries said Kathy Jean
Galbraith, 20, of Battletown, was killed
Saturday night when she was thrown
• from a motorcycle and struck by a
truck in Bettletovm.

Butler County police said Richard
Laeefield, 16, of Welch's Creek. died
Saturday night from injuries received
when he was struck by a car Friday
night on a rural road north of
Morgantown. Officers said the youth
was lying beside the road when the
accident occurred.
Police said Clyce Justice, 48
of Meta, was killed Saturday night
when his vehicle crashed on Kentucky
194 less than a Mlle- east of Kemper.
The holiday weekend death toll ineludes three persons who were killed in
northern Kentucky Saturday night in a
three-car head-oh crash on Kentucky
338 in Boone County.
Police identified the victims as
Archie W. Taylor Jr., 20, of Florence,
and Michael and Brenda Swain, both
31, of Hamilton. Ohio.
Police said 8-year-old Bryan Scott
Prosser died Saturday of injuries
received Friday night when he was
struck by a car near his home in Jefferson County.
Officers said Freddie F. Fugate, 24,
of Campton, was killed early Saturday
4n a two-car crash about six miles south
-Wolfe
4iiiillaWiteingitY
cbiulty,
int?' r5rsif Ketil tiled
-A'
Saturday in a single-car .crash on Rice
Springs Road, about 12 miles west of
Paducah in McCracken County. The
victim was identified as 15-year-old
Wayland Bryan Lovvo.

Work began-in-earnest Montiav tin the
DOWN
razing of the former Houston-McDevitt Clink Building Which was gutted in
a fire in OcUber of 1976. The site has been purchased by Steve Compton
and Kenneth Owens who plan to erect a pharmacy-office building on the
,
ph
byotoTo
bymc..n
myemcc
anduilchl
ta eph
oe
lot. The razing of the building is being supervised
Bogard.
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AWARENESS
CAREER
---Dentat trygiene has
tiNfTbeen a topic of study in
Glenda ROOS'S first grade
class at Carter Elementary
School. One activity of the
career awareness unit ins-loved a- visit to the
ciassroom by Mrs. Beverly
Goetz, a dental hygienist in
Murray. In the photo below,
Mrs. Geotz described the
procedure for using dentistry equipment to (from
Left) Fred Cossand, Beverly
Young and Clint Rollins. In
the picture at the left, Bobby
Farmer demonstrates the
correct way to brush on a
large model which Mrs.
Goetz brought along. The
students made workbooks
during the study which included stories of dental
health

Counseling. Following the
program, Miller entertained
the group With a selection of
religious folk songs and poetry
recitation.
Refreshments were served.
Those attending included
Phyllis Whitney, Ave Watkins,
Carolyn Carroll, Martha
Covey, Patsy Neale, Carol
Turner, Judy Smotherman.
Della Boggess and guests,
Daryl and Debbie Miller.

the lesson, "Life You Save,"
which referred to''medicines
and common sense. She spoke
of the side-effetta of
medicines used for minor
ailments of non-prescriptions
and drugs. She said one should
ask or have all prescriptions
explained and written out in
detail so if an accident of an
overdose or an unpleasant
reaction should occur one can
get the proper attention. One
should
have all their
prescriptions filled by or at
the same pharmacist.
Group singing was held with
Louise Short as pianist.
Others attending were Iva
Alford, Bobbie Cook, Lottie
Hurt, Katie Overcast, Payte
Overcast, Dorothy Simon,
Lois Smith, Ruth Weston.
Werts, Mildred
Shirley
Thompson.. Idurial Wright
Dolores Zinkovich, members,
Norris Fabley and Pauline
McCauley, visitors.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, June 14, at
the Kenlake Hotel. The group
will meet at nine a.m. at the
Big K parking lot to go as a
group. An election of officers
will be held.

The Spouse Abuse Panel
who presented a program to
the Calloway County Interagency Conference, met
Thursday, May 25, at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
This panel presentation was
highly successful in that it
attracted over fifty interested
professional helping and lay
people.
A wide variety of topics and
When you've used canned viewpoints, on this conbeets for a salad, don't throw troversial topic of Spouse
away the beet juice! Add it to a Abuse, were discussed and
vegetable soup made with cab- frequently debated between
bage, carrot, onion, celery and the panel and the audienlbe.
vegetable bouillon cubes.
Special thanks was extended to the panel participants: Dr. Donald Hughes,
physician; Don Overby, attorney; Jerry Lee, detective;
Max Morris, sheriff; and Fred
Neff, psychologist. Bonnie
Ashby social worker, for
Project Independence, served
as chairwoman of the panel.
Other Interagency Conference members who helped
_ to develop this program were:
Kizzie Cantrell, Cynthia
Lanier. Cindy Ragsdale, Bob
Simpson, Connie Talent,
Bonnie Asbby, and Fred Neff.

By

Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
.
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Cheek these features
650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
El 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
__CI.Restaurant & Louruge
D Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
D 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
D Volleyball & Shuffleboard
D Basketball, Game Room
ID Sauna, Exercise Rooms
D Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
1:7 Tennis & Golf Priglieges
El 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door. Bus
Service available
E Free chaise lounges
El Ample self paring
Come play in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!
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seven p.m.

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Thursday, June I
Training session for leaders
for the Girl Scout Day Camp
will be held at the scout cabin
at ten a.m.
Thursday,June 1
Registrations for 4-H Club
Camp, June 12-16 for ages nine
to fourteen with cost being $27
per person are due today at
the Extension Office, phone
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753-1452.
Calloway'
County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at the
cafeteria of the high school at
seven p.m.

Tire & Automotive Center
4th & Chestnut

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30p.m
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for
activities by the Senior
Citizens. For information call
753-0929.

PERFECT
PROBLE
• c. of Mg.•,
•REmO\

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
at seven p.m.

Several members of the
Friday,June 2
Golden Age Club attended the
Golden Age Club will meet
World Day of Prayer program, at the First United Methodist
Church social hall for a
held MO fifth at the First
potluck supper at twelve noon.
Baptist Church. They later
attended the potluck luncheon
Shopping for Senior Citizens
held in the fellowship hall of
will be held and call 753-0929
the church.
by nine a.m. for morning
Mrs Joe Gertzen, club
president, presided at a short shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
business session. As a farewell afternoon shopping.
gift the club presented a book,
"The Helping Hand" by
Margaret Marshall to the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher for the
church library.
These attending were Mr.
Mary Jane Buchanan,
and Mrs. Bill Marose, Mr. and
Mrs. Byron lneseminger, Mr. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
and Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Mr. and James Buchanan, Bailey
Mrs
William
Rose, Road, Murray, graduated
Mesdames Calista Clanton, ciun laude with an average of
Sadie Harrell, Hildred Sharp, 4.0 from Western Kentucky
Tennessee Outland, Lucile University, Bowling Green, on
Rollins, Thelma Parker, May 13. She received her
Meme 'Mattingly, Mary Ray, Master's degree in public
7:30
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MISs Buchanan
Honor Graduate

you want to change the
flavor of a favorite white or
yellow rake, you can add a tablespoon of grated orange rind
to the batter and frost the cake
with an orange icing.
,
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Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
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-Jamboree Planned
By

Daryl Miller Presents
Missionary Program
Eight members of the Ruth
Warren BYW Group of the
Sinking Springs Baptist
Church met at the church on
May 9, for their general
meeting.
The program was opened
with the reading of the
Calendar of Prayer for
celebrating
Missionaries
birthdays on that day by Judy
Smotherman and Carol
Turner.
and
informative
An
delightful program prepared
by their special guest, Daryl
Miller, was presented. His
topic centered around various
types of missionary, work
Including the field of
Recreation Missions and

Eighteen members and two
visitors of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club spent the
on May tenth at Brandon
day
Springs in the Land Between
7
cifx4 the Lakes. Don Henderson
was the guide . and took dies,
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS •-:.;:;:-:;:4;:•:•:•:•:•:.:•:••••:•::
•- •
group on a nature hike explaining various places of
interest to visit and about the
A trip to a nursery or a
which is probable, we must
accommodations in the
place where dozens of tiny
remember to give them
plants are displayed make
plenty of moisture. Plant a dormitory.
Henderson said overnight
me feel like a child in a candy
little deeper than the
store with a dime to spend. I directions say; as the surface guests must be in groups of 25
want one of this and one of dries out, there is still to 30 and must call to make
that and one of the other, moisture further down.
reservations. The club visited
knowing all the time that
But please don't just the dormitory.
when I get home with them, it sprinkle. Thoroughly soak a
Ola Outland presided at the
means several hours setting
flower bed, then let it alone
business session. June lessons
them out. But I have wisely
for several days. If you have will be "How To Develop
had the ground prepared
a sprinkler, let it run for at Personalities" on May 24 and
earlier and all I have to do is
least two hours in one spot. "Women and Credit" on June
take a little hand scoop and
Even after a heavy shower, 2, Reba Jo Robarts;—AC.easet the new plant in place
we find that the ground is dry tacky Authors" Lurene
I don't think I have ever
a half inch below the surface.
seen so many tinyannuals--.- Even with a big yard, you Cooper:. "landscape!' Lucy
ready for planting. Petunias, would be safer to water qpe Alderdice; craft, '.'Latch
marigolds, zinnias, part of it thoroughly one day, Hooking," Rosen!' Zimageratums, begonias, all in
move on to another part the merman.
A talk on "Make Your Voice
every color imaginable. So
next day and so on, rather
wherever you live, put out a
than giving the whole yard a Heard" by voting, phone calls,
letters, and petitions was
few of the brightly colored
sprinkle.
plants that will bloom all
Do you have a part of your, given by Mary Gertzen. She
summer until frost, giving
yard that is in dense shade' said one should speak up
you a lift everytime you see a
There is one plant that will through committees or pernew blossom.
grow and bloom under these sonal contacts.
Pick off the old blooms on
conditions. That is the Kerrie. • Blanche Larson discussed
your annuals, for seed.pods
There are two varieties but..
will develop and fewer
one is the Japonica Superba:
blooms. It is the nature of a
It
has delicate' yellow
plant to reseed itself, and as
blossoms and makes a toter
long as you continue to pick
bouquet under the trees.
off the old blooms, the plant
There is a flower for every
will form new blossoms,
trying to make more seed.
Do you have a sunny spot
On June 6, there will be a
that is not too rich, where
Senior Citizens Jamboree at
nothing seems to want to
Ky. Dam Village. The bus will
grow? Then plant Portulaca,
leave from the St. John
-which comes in every color
The Golden Age Club will Center, Murray, at 8:30 a.m.
and is either single or double.
and will be back at 4:30 p.m.
meet
Friday, June 2, in the
It also makes 3 pretty border
social
hall of the First United
plant for larger plants, as it
The cost to ride the bus will
Methodist Church. A potluck-. be $4.00 per person, which
grows only four or five inches
luncheon will be served at the
high and is constantly in
should be sent to the Senior
noon hour.
bloom.
Citizens by May 31, 1978. A
Following the luncheon an
The good rains we have had
hamburger buffet consisting
have given a perfect start to election and installation of
of a grilled hamburger, cole
newly set out plants. But now officers will take place. Roger
slaw, and baked beans, and a
if we have a long dry spell, Burgoyne is serving as
cold can drink will be
chairman of the nominating
available for $3.00; or if you
committee.
like, you could bring your own
Hosts and hostesses for the
sack lunch.
luncheon will be Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, May 30
Reservations should be in no
Bill Marose, Mr. and _Mrs.
Murray TOPS _(take off Byron Ineseminger,Aira.
later than 10:00 a.m. for the
pounds sensibly)• Club will Sadie Harrell, and Mrs. Edna
lunch on June 1. Please bring
meet at the Health Center at Holland.
your own folding lawn chairs.

University, and received her
B. S. degree from Western.
The former Murray girl has
taken a position \with the
Brown
and
Foreman.
louleville.
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By ANDY LANG
41IP Newsfeatures
Mention plastic pipe to anyone not too many years ago
and the discussion quickly got
around to its inability to handle
hot water.
Today, the use of plastic pipe
for both hot and cold water is
approved in two of.the three socalled model plumbing codes,
12 states and a number of local
codes, with more communities
permitting such usage every
week or so. This approval is for
chlorinated polyvinyl chloride
(CVPC) pipe, which is rigid
and bonded by a solvent.
A newer development for hot
water applications is polybutylene PB),.which received
its first model code listing two
years ago. Because it is flexible, It is making strong inroads In plumbing for mobile
homes and recreational yebides where rigid pipes usually are more difficult to install.
Another flexible plastic pipe
is made of polyethylene, often
used for such outdoor projects
as underground sprinkling systems and water lines to patios
and swimming pools. Normally
available in coiled 'form, its
flexibility allows it to be bent

around curves and it can be cut
with a knife. Connections may
be made by insert or stab-type
fittings which are inserted into
the pipe, with stainless steel
hoSe clamps tightened around
the outside of the connection. A
complete assortment of tees, elbows and other fittings is available for connecting to existing
metal pipes.
Plastic pipe for drainage,
waste water and venting is
made from acriolitrile-butadiene-styrene )ABS) and polyvinyl chlonde (PVC). The
Society of the Plastic Industry
says the major model plumbing
codes permit the use of these
plastic pipes above and below
ground. These rigid pipes normally are assembled with a solvent cement that chemically
"welds" fittings and pipes together. They can be cut with a
fine-tooth saw or a tube cutter.
Pressure-rated PVC and ABS
pipes also are available for
pressure applications, such as
cold water lines.
Old and crumbling sewer
lines are being renewed by
"slip lining." In this process,
sections of large and flexible
plastic pipe are butt-fused into
long lengths, then are snaked
through existing metal or con-

crete sewer lines to add many
years of life to existing sewer
systems.
In competing with metal and
concrete pipe, plastic pipe
keeps growing in size. A plastic
pipe 48 inches in diameter is
currently being used at Fort
Valdez, Alaska, to carry oil
tanker ballast from an onshore
plant to a discharge point 1,000
feet offshore and 242 feet under
water.
One of the reasons for the increasing popularity of plastic
pipe, aside from its light weight
and resistance to corrosion, is
that it can be easily worked
and connected. But that doesn't
mean you can rush headlong
into the installation of it. There
are certain fundarnentaLs that
must be followed to make it secure. When you purchase it, be
sure the dealer includes the
manufacturer's instructions for
the use of that particular type
of plastic pipe.
(For the handy person
around the house, there is
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending 91.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)

Here's the
Answer

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
By EARL ARONSON
conditioM, there will never be Q.- I would like some information about putting down a
AP Newsfeatures
enough water anywhere in the plywood subfloor in
our attic. I
world to allow continuing ex- intend to use half-inch plywood
A low-cost, temporary fenc- cessive waste to be tolerated.
on the 16-inch-centered joists
ing is available to gardeners
- Two kinds qf strategy are that are there. What I want to
this season. It is made of a needed: One for our personal know is whether the plywood
non-burning plastic mesh and and business use of water and has to be laid any particular
will keep out nibbling rabbits, one to apply on a much broader way'
loose dogs and children.
scale - a strategy for the A. - While it usually is installed in the most convenient
This Ross Yard and Garden "green industry."
mariner to accommodate
fencing will also discourage
Watson also pointed to cer- size of the plywood sheets the
and
traffic on newly seeded areas. tain areas which he said urthe size of the area to be covIt comes in a package, three gently needed more attentioi, ered,
it is better to place the
feet tall by 50 feet long, and from the green industry.
These sheets so that the surface grain
can be used season after sea- include helping everyone
under- of the plywood is at right angson. Just put it up where stand the vital role
green les to the direction of the joists.
needed, remove it when the spaces play in our lives,
and Engineers say this gives the
floor maximum strength.
emergency period ends, store it reminding the industry of
the
and use it again. It can also be need to practice water
con- Q. - During the next couple
used to build growing cages for servation all the time.
of months, I will be putting up
vegetables or to protect saplWatson said a drought didn't another building near our
ings and transplants.
mean only lack of. rainfall. It house. It will be a small, onemeant a shortage of water, he story cottage. Since I have
explained, stressing an "in- done some work of this sort beAgronomist Speaks
fore, I don't anticipate any
In the keynote addrest to the creasing demand for every con- trouble except for one thing seivable
use
or
water."
It
also
recent Texas Turfgrass ConferI have never covered a roof.
ence( Dr. Jim Watson, agron- meant "relentless, excessive, -Since this will be a fairly flat
growing
waste."
He
advised roof, I- would like
omist and vice president of the
to cover it
Toro Co., made these main gardeners to:
with hot tar and gravel. Any
Establish
watering
priorities;
suggestions'
points:
A. - Have that part of the
- With or without drought follow sound irrigation practices; reduce or avoid causes of structure done professionally stress, such as salt buildup in or consider a different type of
soil; alter mowing and cultiva- roof. Putting on hot tar and
tion practices, testing soil an- gravel not only requires special
nually to enstKe adequate fer- skill, it requires special equiptility; mow less frequently, ment. At its best, it is a tough)
messy job.
raising the height of cut for
grass: expand use of mulch
Q. - I have a considerable
and wind barriers; experiment amount of wood that has to be
with antitranspirants; seek ad- sanded. I do not have a power
ditional sources of water.
sander and prefer, in any case,
to use steel wool. My wife has
•
a large quantity of steel wool
on hand that she uses for cleanMore Catalogs
The mail has brought an ex- ing pots and 'pans. Can this
pansive list of herbs from Com- steel wool be used on wood?
A. - Not unless it is a type
stock, Ferre & Co., Weththat does not
ersfield, Conn. 06109, which also most do. You'recontain soap, as
better off using
has fine vegetable and flower the type of steel wool that you
seeds.
can purchase in a hardware
Van Bourgondien, Babylon, store. It does not contain soap
N.Y. 11702, has an array of or water, which can raise the
FILTER SYSTEM
Butterfly Gladiolus, tree Peo- grain of the wood and, in some
AND YEAR'S
nies, and Earth Stars (Cr)rp- cases, warp it. And you can
SUPPLY OF
CARTRIDGES*
tanthusl, a good house plant, in purchase it in various grades of
REG $96.52
LIMITED TIME
its long index of seeds. The coarseness, enabling you to
ONLY $419.95
choose the proper kftid for the
range includes 'artichokes to job
that has to be done. A very
PERFECT FOR THE WATER
tropical plants and beyond.
fine steel wool is best for the
PROBLEMS IN THIS AREA
preparation of the wood prior
•For Mi. svorago hoomhold
to the application of a clear finTender Plants
ish.
•REMOVES
If the leaves of tender house ticlesAlso, be sure all grit parare removed
SEDIMENT, RUST, ALGAE,
plants such as Zebra turned wood before applying from the
any kind
ORGANIC AND MINERAL
black on the windowsill it is of finish.
PARTICLES, FIBERS AND
UNPLEASANT ODORS
'FILTERS
GUARANTEED
FOR LIFE
•MADE BY ONE
OF AMERICA'S
LARGEST FILTER
MANUFACTURERS

THE EIGHT-HUNDRED-DOLLAR-ROOM starts with sturdily traditional all-wood
furniture from 511( Products and finishes with e% erything else from the dime store to
make a roomn that is low on budget and long op imagination.

The most attractive ways
to decorate do not always
depend on what you pay. To
prove .that imagination is
more important than money,
designer Shirley Regendahl _
created a highly functional
dining room filled with immense amounts of comfortable, cheery furnishingsand a bill that was less than
$800'
The sturdy, well-made
wood furniture in the Country Pine finish was budgetpriced for a start, and then
everything else-from the
fabric on the walls to the
dishes in the buffet-were
found in dime stores.".
It-all began with SK Products' oval table that expands
to 60 inches.and.costs only

glass pane. Plant tissues are
apt to freeze when they touch
the cold window. Cut injured
tissues from the plant half an
inch below the blackened area
to prevent secondary rot from
affecting healthy tissue.
I For Earl Aronson's "Associated Press Guide to House
send $1 to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.

DROP114
A HOTPOINT
BUILFIN,

FIREPLACE

Do you find that no matter,
how large your'home is you'
are frequently faced,with the
problem of- inadequate storage space? Here are some
economical ideas to help y_pu
to deal with.that problem.
If your rooms have small
openings, or nooks and crannies that are not really usable. you can just install
sturdy, adjustable shelf supports on etther side and slide
shelves into place.
Or, if youdhave a corner of
a room that can be used, you
can build a "cabinet" using
the wall as one side and a
piece of plywood or
pressboard for the other.
Remember to firmly anchor
the new side.
A cross plank should be
nailed to the top front and
back for strength. Then go
ahead with the adjustable
shelving hardware, and add
enough shelves ro
-suit your
needs. apply a coat of paint
and there you have the necessary storage space.

second
floor plan

6.ap

Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warrantr& Protection Plan
.
One Day Installation
Required ..,„....„..,„ •
"NeFnonkleian
.----- Over I50Modela Available-,.isicL

Model NK7461

"FOr me and My Gal"... Unique 2 bedroom brick in

IN A BIND FOR STORAGE SPACE? Economical shelling ean be built-in virtually anywhere in your home.
and beautifully hidden behind fashionable Riviera
window blinds.
Of course, if this storage
hung right on the front of the
area is being built within the
"cabinet.- When you're
living quarters of your home.
using the storage area. the
you have also created an eyemind can be whisked up and
sore. This is easily remedied_
out of the way. or it can be
lowered in an instant to cover
with the use of sleek Riviera
up the clutter.
blinds by Levolor.
Easy care Riviera blinds
These slatted aluminum
blinds can be ordered to your
are available in more than 150
exact measurements and
designer colors,and can even,
be ordered with two or more
colors on one blind to complement your present decor.
The blind can be mounted
on the face of the •cabinet.installed between the side
walls or ceiling-mounted.
whichever is most suitable.
For a more finished look.
side channels, which enclose
the ends of the slats. may be
ordered in cifoidniatiog co1=7ors: and. you can specify that the fill cord be attached to the
bottom rail. so it loops up and
out of the way when the blind
is raised. The location of the
Magic Wand,or plastic tiller,
can be,specified as well. so it
too is convenient to use.
If you use bolts, screws,or
finishing nails in the con
struction of the "cabinet'
you can dismantle it and take
it with- you if you move, because you'll probably run
into similar storage problems
anywhere.
Qualify constructed.
American-made Riviera
blinds by Levolor are an attractive and economical answer to many decorating
problems. For more ideas ondecorating with Levolor
window blinds send SLOO to
"WindOW Magit,- Dept.
MH. 7211 Monroe Street
Hoboken. N.J. 070:44).
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REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

* I tilt FlariattItEPINCraffirf MOM
first .
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.
Ml Ilirlit, Murray
7S3•44711
•
Across Freer Weigel Neese
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Appliances Are Our ONLY
Business I
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•
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Your daddy's rich and your mom's. . 4looking for investment possibility... EverLif you don't need a home,
you might consider this as a rental possibility. Money
equity build-up and tax write off, too. . . 4 bedrooms, 2
baths,2 kitchens.

Gatesborough brings you another uniquely designed
home for family living as well as entertaining. Living
room with dining area, kitchen with breakfast area,
family room looks over a grassy meadow. BE the first
in Murray to own an energy saving home. . yard to be
landscaped.

DINING POOM

sAvEl

.

Just listed approximately 2 acres in Kirksey area.. .
Has garage, outbuilding, septic tank, light pole, well
with new pump. . . rat for mobile home. We also
have 2 lake front lots in Pine Bluff. Now's the time to
buy. Also... large lot in Grove Heights Subdivision I 100
x 220). Owner will consider any reasonable offer.

lake area. Two level home with kitchen-den combination, living room, large bedrooms. Must see thin
one to appreciate. Call today.

+Gulp mytiftt

We Build Brick. or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:

Stately Mansion at a poor man's price.
4
bedrooms, 1 bath, large living room and kitchen .. . on
large lot. . . Priced in the teen's .. . It only takes one
call to make this your home.

150 cre amain

DELUXE
SELF CLEANING
BUILT IN
SELF
WALL
COM G
EN mv.
,OVENS

753-4150

Lamp-a $10.98 Shade was
made into a hanging lamp
with a socket and cord that
runs through a large cup hook
in the ceiling, and then down
to the nearest electrical out-.
let.
Charming bird prints with
gay red mats were found in
the dime Store. So were traditional china and flatware pat-.
terns as well as the stemware
and glass accessories.
Hangingkaskets and colorful fruit add the finishing
"country" touches.
The furniture's rich handrubbed finish and the
deeply-carved .details on the
buffet band hutch helped add
dignity as well as convenience to a deceptively
budget-conscious room.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

_— MOM"
_

SHOPPE
Orympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.42071

( The techniques of applying
varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach. etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s eIf-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington. N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be answered in the column, but individual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)

$105. Comfortable chairs
were about $50 each and the
commodious buffet hutch
was $340, for a total of $645
for the furniture.
With the $150 that was left,
here's how the room was furnished:
Walls-10 yards of blueand-white bandana fabric at
$1.99 a yard, stapled to the
wall.
Windows-l1 yards of
white fabric at $1.09 a yard,
edged with 10 yards of ball
fringe at 30 cents a yard.
Floor-a do-it-yourself
stencil painted on a solid
color border, either with a
`stencil kit or fsom a stencil
you can cut yourself. Cover
the paint with a protective
coating.

In a crunch for storage space?
Convert corner nook with blinds

likely that they touched a cold

Stop in or call for full *nails

MURRAY
SUPPLY

Secret Agent without a secret . . . The word is
spreading fast about our new listing. 3 bedroom frame
within walking distance of schools and shopping.. . extra storage area. The price is a crime, the password is
HURRAY.Priced in the 20's.

_•

MEDrtEll.RAblr.AN exterior of leis ..tne-siory home
features a stone, arcbed entrance leading to the 13-foot-wide
entry porch. Plait HAIONM by Rudolph Matern Includes
balconies on either side of the home Total square footage is
1,970, excluding the porches, balconies and garage For more
information, write to the architect-enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope--at 89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola,
NY 11501

Jackson Purchase: "Seclusaval" Peter Stainback
Hamlin (1898-18911 rare example of Federal style; 6
wooded acres overlooking Kentucky Lake, restored to
()Nina! design, 6 fireplaces, central heat, modern kitchen conveniences, listed National Register of Historic
Places,eligible for federal grants. Write or callfor free
brochure.

&Refonish•ng d Repoira
'Custom Built Forn.ture
*Antigua Bross Hardware
ocuo!orn_Bodf K,lchen Ccihonets,

492-88,17T
Hwy,$41 So.
Murray, ky.

toren Jobs-753-6074 Judy lohnsIdn-4317-4446
Helen Spann-753-8579
Bill Payno-753-994
Brenda Jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-753-1491
Amos McCarty-753-2249
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Gnmsley NUs First 8-Game Winner

_a

East Tennessee State University President Dr. Arthur' H. DeRosier Jr., right, and Athletic
Director Madison Brooks proudly hold the Ohio Valley Conference's All-Sports Trophy which was
presented to the school at the conference's annual meeting at Eastern Kentucky University. ITSU will officially become a member of Southern Conference July1 after 21 years in the OVC. ETSU
won the All-Sports Trophy by winning championships in cross country, tennis, baseball, sharing
the title in basketball, finishing third in indoor track, fourth in golf, fifth in outdoor track and
• seventh in football.

singled twice and Lee Lacy than two runs. The Mets won
homered to lead a 10-hit Los the opener as Pat Zachry
Angeles attack while Tommy hurled a three-hitter and
John earned his seventh singled to start a five-run
victory in nine decisions with fifght inning, which included
s
rteeliref help from Terry For-two-run homers by Bruce
Boisclair and Willie Montanez.
Phillies 4, Pirates 3
Richie Hebner's basesloaded single with two out in
the 14th inning scored Bud
Harrelson with the winning
Baseball At A Glance
run. Harrelson opened the 14th
By The Associated Press
against newly acquired
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
reliver Dave Hamilton with a
Giants 8, Astros 1
w
I
pet
gb
McBride
Bake
Ed Halicki drove in two runs
walk,
33
15
488
Bost
sacrificed and Larry Bowa
with a fourth-inning single and
31S 459
NY
2
grounded out.
scattered seven hits as he
24 20
.545
Detr
7
3321
Milw
.512
114
Pittsburgh Manager Chuck
continued his mastery of
22 24
.478
Balt
10
Houston in the Astrodome.
Tanner ordered an intentional
20 24
.455
ii
16
30
.348
10
Halicki is 2-0 this season-he
walk to Mike Schmidt, who is Toro
WEST
slump,
but
0
-for-20
mired in an
beat the Astros 9-1 with a six
27 19
.587
Oak]
25 It
.568
1
tutterlast Thursday in San
Hamilton also walked Jerry Cal
24 19
KC
.558
Os
Francisco-and his earned run
Martin,- loading the bases. Tex
23 21
.523
3
1328
.391
9
average against the Astros in
Hebner, a former Pirate, then Minn
-lashed-asingle-Wrightfield. - Seat
17 32
.347
11',2
SATURDAY'S GAMES
Meta 7-2, Cardinals 2-6
Cleveland 6,Baltimore 2
Jerry Morales' tie-breaking
Toronto 4, New York 1
Boston 1. Detroit 0
two-run double in the 10th
Oakland 4, Chicago 3, 10 innings
inning paced the Cardinals' Tezsrs 3,Seattle 2
Milwaukee 4, California 2
victory in the nightcap, ending
Kansas City at Minnesota, ppd., rain.
a five-game losing streak. It
SUNDAY'S GAMES
New York 5-6. Toronto 3-5, 2nd game 13
was only the second victory
innines
"Probably in somebody's for the cardinals in their last Chicago 3-4, Oakland 2-0
By DONN FRY
Boston 4-4, Detroit 3-3, 1st game 10 intime
in
the
first
games
and
18
said
but
not
mine,"
she
mind,
Associated Press Writer
nings
Cleveland 4-0, Baltimore 3-3, 1st"game
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - outside her Gasoline Alley 12 games they scored more
10 Lrirung;
records are 21,564for a playoff After fighting three years to garage. "I'm glad if it meant
Kansas City 8, Minnesota 7, 12 innings
Milwaukee 6,California 3
game in Cleveland, 35,077 for a prove herself behind the something to people who think
Seattle at Texas,ppd.,rain
-•••---clowoman
still
couldn't
that
a
regular season game in the wheel, Janet Guthrie hopes
MONDAY'S GAMES
Boston 5, Toronto 4
Louisiana Superdome and her ninth-place finish • in d - maybe this will be one
Chicago?, California 0
evidence
bit
of
more
little
41,165 for a doubleheader at Sunday's Indianapolis 500 will
Oakland 6, Milwaukee 2
Texas 7-2, Minnesota 1-7
the Houston Astrodome in leave her just another driver against that."
New York 2, Cleveland0
spondriver,
Like
any
with a satisfied sponsor.
1969..
Kansas City 9. Seattle 2
The Bullets now are in the "I was shooting for the top sorship is the bigquestion now
iialtunore 6, Detroit 3
future.
Guthrie's
racing
in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
same position the Sonics were five, but I got the top 10-and
_
EAST
Sue Outland, coach at
when they headed east- they I'll take it," Guthrie said, . She.said she "had some
w
I
pct.
gb
feedback
that
Texaco
is
very
Calloway County High School, Chi
.571
moments after easing out of
24 18
need a split on the road.
21 20
.512
2,
s
Seattle managed the split her'Wildcat racer and into the pleased," but she wouldn't won the 35 Singles division in Phil
Mont
2022 „511
2ks
know for sure until meeting the Evansville Memorial NY
.479
23 35
4
with a 93-92 victory over the arms of her ecstatic crew.
2034
.435
5
Bullets Sunday at Landover, Guthrie endured a hairline with company officials in the Tennis Tournament played at Pitt
16
31
'.340
10,
s
SLou
Evansville, Ind., during the
fracture in her right wrist "next two weeks.
WEST
Md.
SFra
15
659
29
Guthrie's
harshest
words
holidays.
Day
Memorial
charity
"When we came hack to sustained Friday in a
(Inc
20 18 .617
141
Ms. Outland won the finals LA
Washington we wanted at tennis match - and a cockpit were for the speedway
36 19
.578
4s
Sthe
2033
management.
.444
Pt
by
beating
Connie
Butterfield
least a split," said Wilkens, too short for her lanky,5-foot-9
Hous
19 24
.442
94
"I did feel they should have of Evansville, 6-0,6-1. '
"We did what we had to do, frame. She pushed her fourAils
17 28
.395
11%
SATURDAY'S
GAMES
taken
some
steps
to
find
a
Ms. Outland beat Barbara
and now we have to feel very cyclinder car to an average
Las Angeles 3,San Francisco 1
speed of 152.965 miles per hour garage for a serious entrant Bunger of Mt. Vernon, Ind., 6confident going home." Montreal 15, Pittsburgh 1
.Philadelptua
6, Atlanta 5
with
a
major
new
sponsor,"
4,6-5, in the first round. In the
The most important thing over the 475 miles she had
Chicago S.St. Louis 2, 12 innings
second round she defeated
is we have to go out there driven when winner Al Unser she said
New York 9. Houston 7
Cincinnati 5,San Diego 2
Judy Ritchie of Evansville, 6'(Seattle,i and at least split," took the checkered flag.
SUNDAY'S GAMES
0, 6-0.
--- said Bullets forward Elvin _A year ago,she fini.shed 29th
Pittsburgh S. Montreal 2
New
York
4, Houston 1
In the • semi-finals Ms.
in per first Indy start, spen'Hayes.
51-3 innings,.
aucago ZS. Loma
Bullets center Wes Unsekt ding more time in the pits than --The Reds defeated the Outland - and s- teammate, rain-shortened
Atlanta
5,
Philadelphia
3
agreed. "They beat us here, on the track.
Yanks and the Pirates got by Berta Waters, were runners
San Diego 3, Cincinnati I
we got to beat them out She clearly felt her per- the Twins in Monday night up.
San F ranclans6,Los
•
MONDAY'S
Ms. Outland will be playing
formance had dealt a blow to Park League baseball action.
there."
New
York
7-2,
St.
Lonioilik
Magma
any who still doubted her
It was the Reds over the in the Regatta Tournament at 10 innings
Montreal 4, Chicago-1
'
ability to ra_c_e_ with the _top Yanks 35-19; white the Pirates Owensboro July 1,2,3 and 4.
Cincinnati 7. Atlanta 5
drivers on the U. S. Auto Club 'won over the Twins 10-7.
Earlier she'll play in KenSan Francisco 8, Houston 1
Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 3, 14 I.
circuit.
' Park League action .con- tucky State adults tennis 'flings
Has she proven anything?
competition
June
14.
tinues tonight.
Loa Angeles9,Sarr Diego6'

By HERSCHEL
N LSSENSON
AP Spoils Writer
If Ross GrimsIey cared to
cast a quick glance at the
paper this morning-which he
probably didn't-he would have
seen his name as the winningest pitcher in the National
League.
Grirnsley hurled a fourhitter and became the NL's
first eight-game winner
Monday night as the Montreal
Expos came from behind with
three runs in the sixth inning
and ended the Chicago Cubs'
eight-game winning streak, 42.
Ironically, the Cubs'longest
winning ,streak of 1977 was
eight games and that one also
ended at Montreal.
Grimsley is more concerned
with the Expos'status than his
own, and if he had to have a
newspaper with his breakfast
coffee he'd be more concerned
with the standings than his
won record.

'It's not the first thing I do
when I get up," he said. "I
don't look at the paper to see if
someone is ahead of me. What
I'm concerned with is how the
team is doing. In this series
with the Cubs, if we can win
two out of three, or if we take
all three of these games, it'll
realty ..be outstanding and
really get the team fired up. If
we win all three we'll be just a
half-game behind the Cubs."

Houston over the past 43 innings in 0.63.
Bill Madlock slammed
losing pitcher Floyd Bannister's third pitch of the
game for a home run and
HaliCki-delivered a tiebreaking single in the fourth
following singles by Willie
McCovey and Mike Ivie and a
walk to Mike Sadek.
Reds 7,Braves 5
Mike Lum's tie-breaking
three-run homer capped a
four-run eight-inning rally by
the Reds, who tied the game 44 on Dave Concepcion's single
following a walk to Pete Rose
and a bad-hop couble past
third by Ken Griffey. Cincinnati's other three runs
came in the fifth inning on
George Foster's eight homer.
Dodgers 9,Padres 6
7.1111 Russell doubled and

STANDINGS

Guthrie Wants To Be
Just Another Driver

NBA Championship In Game Four
"SEATTLE AP)- Game 4
of the National Basketball
Association championship
series wilf be played in Seattle
tonight, but it won't be on the
the SuperSonics' homecourt.
Instead, the Washington
Bullets and the Sonics will
meet in the Kingdome before
what could be the largest
crowd in NBA history.
Leading 2-1 in the best-of,
seven series, the Sonics are
talking confidently about
winning the title. Three of the
four remaining games will be
played in Seattle.
The switch to the Kingdome
was the result of a scheduling
conflict at the Coliseum,

where'the Sonics have won 21
consecutive ga mes
There is Jai clearcut consensus on whether the
Kingdome is a neutral court:
-The
next
game's
tdhight's) really a neutral
court, in the Kingdome, but
we'll still have 40,000 fans
rooting for us," said Sonics
guard Gus Williams.
'I ,dont' see how anything in
Seattle can be considered
neutral," said Washington
Coach Dick Motta.
"Every court is the same,
we'll actually be using the
same floor as we normally
use," said Seattle Coach
Lenny Wilkens. "But instead

of 14,00 fans screaming for
us, we'll have- 40,000. Tell me
that's not going to get a team
up."
The Sonics move to the
Kingdatne on a permanent
basis next season, but
tonight's game will bethe first
basketball game ever in the
domed stadium. Game 5
Friday night will be in the
Coliseum.
Fans hungry for the first
NBA title in the Sonic's 11year history gobbled up the
first 29,000 tickets for tonight's
game. An additional 15,000
"distant viewing" seats are on
sale for $3 apiece.
Present NBA attendance
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AUTO RACING
L INDIANAPOLIS _,A1 Unser,Averaging 161.363 mph,
sprinted out of the pack near
the 200-mile mark and ran off
to victory over pole position
starter Tom Sneua_in the '41million Indianapolis 500, the
third Indy 500 triump in his
career.
Teammates Gordon
Johncock and Steve Krisiloff
were each one lap down in the
third and fourth positions,
respectively.
CHARLOTTE, N, C. Darrell Waltrip won the
$350,000 World 600 stock car
race at the Charlotte Motor
Speedway. Waltrip took the
checkered flag during a
caution period ahead of
Donnie Allison. Bobby Allison
took third place with Cale
Yarborough fourth and David
Pearson fifth.
In races Saturday, Elliott
Forbes-Robinson took the lead
on the sixth lap from Alan

Outland
Wins in
Evansville

Jones arid held off his late • Golf Association's' Golden
challenge in winning the Lights Championship by 3
$50,000-Can-Am 200.
setkes.over Jo Athé C.arner.
KUALA
The victory was Lopez'third
LUMPUR,
Malaysia- Albert Poon of straight and fifth overall this
Hong Kong won the Malaysian year. Her fl-hole total of 277
Prix at the 52.5-mile Shan Alm was the best on the women's
circuit-Vour this year 1I earned
Poon, driving a Chevron B40 Lopez a first prize of $15,000.
added a second-place finish in
TENNIS
the second heat Sunday to his
Paris-Italy's Corrado
The Cards topped the Astros
victory in the first heat Barazzutti survived an early
Saturday to record 23 points.
scare from South African John and the A's beat the Cubs in
Yuill and went on to a 3-6, 7-6, Monday night Kentucky
GOLF
ATLANTA Jerry Heard, 6-3 victory on the opening day League action. In a game that
shooting a 5-under-par 67 in of the 50th -annual French _Ant into extra innings, the
',Ards beat the Astros 7-5.
the final round, won the Open Tennis Tournament.
Atlanta Golf Classic with a 269
Yuill had to retire after the Kelly won the game and Clark
total, 2 strokes over Tom third set because of a leg in- was the losing pitcher.
The A's beat the Cubs 26-13.
Watson, Bob Murphy and Lou jury.
Whited
won the Game and
Graham, who were tied for
American Dick Stockton
second at 271, 19-under-par.
and Tim Gullikson also scored Thompson was the losing
Watson finished the tour- first round victories in the pitcher.
nament with 68, Graham $400,000 tournament. Stockton
closed up with a 66 -and ousted Robin Drysdale of
Murphy carded a 70.
Britain 4-6, 2-6, 6-3,' 6-4, 6-1,
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. - while Gullikson eliminated
Nancy Lopez fired a course- Cliff Letcher of Australia 6-3,
record 65 to capture the 6-2, 6-2.
$100,000 Ladies Professional
ROME - Top-seeded Bjorn
Borg of Sweden beat Adriano
Wednesdav Special:
Panatta of Rome 1-6, 6-3, 6-1,
LOUISVILLE, Ky....(AP)
4-6, 6-3 in the finals of the Seventeen of the 23 touring
$210,000 Italian Open Tennis professionals who played in.
Championships.
the Foster Brooks ProIn the men's doubles final, Celebrity golf
tournament_ at_
VietorPecci of Paraguay and Hurstbourne Country Club
Belus Parjoux of Chile downed shot rounds under par, inCzechs Jan Kodes and Tomas eluding a five-under 67 by
Smid 6-7, 74, 6-1.
winner Dive Stockton.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Two other players equaled
With fries or baked potato
KANSAS CITY - The Big par Monday at the 6,873-yard
and topping, and Stockade
Eight Conference jolted Louisville course, where
Toast,salad, drink.
Kansas State with a four-part proceeds will be donated to the
A complete meal, priced
penalty believed to be the Kosair Crippled Children
snack'
like a
toughest ever slapped on a Hospital. And two other
Sit dOW11
major
college
football players could have beaten par
program.
had
not
unusual cirBig Eight Commissioner cumstances intervened.
Charles M. Neinas said a
Charles Coody, who shared
Bel-Air Shopping Center
conference
investigation the title in 1977 with Dave
revealed that Kansas State Eichelberger, apparently had
had awarded 20 illegal his ball picked up by a fan on
TWIN LAKES HOMES IL GARAGES football scholarships over a, the seventh hole.
period of three years.
Instead of laying down a
''We Urge You To Compare"
The penalties, as voted new ball, he failed to finish the
My Kind - Anywhere - Anyturw
S
Thursday by Big Eight of- hole and thus had no score for
ficers
and
announced the day.
Saturday, included an inJim Colbert took a two44/1,
rrri
F
r • rv •
definite probation in football stroke penalty when he
May We
for the next two Tears, a limit chipped in from off the green,
on scholarships and a but his caddie failed to get the
Quote Your
reduction in conference pin out of the hole. Otherwise,
New Garage
money shared7both would have broken par.

Winn
'

Park League Scores

Kentucky League
Action Underway

Under-Par
Round At
Hurstbourne

Thank you for making our previous Stock Reduction Sale a large success. Even
with our tremendous success of this sale, we are still short of our sales pace due
to the bad winter.
Oldsmobile and Pontiac are shipping us cars daily and we are leaving
the same savings on our cars that we had during our Stock Reduction Sale,
:Mb

Save From $500

Chicken Fry
Steak Meal
$2.29

Wait

to a
real steak meal,
instead!
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News °weed & Overused Steve beery & lierjor Theses

See Marione Major
Trove,Consultont

Any reasonable offer willbe accepted
Help us "Catch Up"andsave money for yourself.
We need good used trade-ins and are paying top prices for them.
v- We have 48 month financing available at bank rates

See Jim Kuykendall, Mike Outalnd, or Wells Purdom Jr.
loday and Save

TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL OUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
Ile Char,* by vs.
Istaramelos ant
---TiswItiferstrors evil
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By BRUCE LOWM'
AP Sports Writer
Andy Messersmith could
have taken the money and
run. Instead, he took the long
road back—and on Monday
night, he arrived.
In his first regular-season
pitching appearance since last
July3, when he suffered an
elbow injury that required
'surgery, and his first appearance of any kind since
March 16, when he suffeied a
separated shoulder in an
exhibition game, Messersmith
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won the 220 and 440 at State.
Being on top isn't always all
that easy. Sometimes it is
scary according to Pinner,
"...especially if I know
someone is out to get me."
Pinner has many thoughts
going though her head as she
begins a race: "In the 440—got
to do the first 110 in a sprint;
220—run under .26. It's going
though my mind over and over
that I have to win. I am very
nervous. I think about the
other girls." The hardest part
of it all, she said, is 1 know
everyone expects me to win;
that scares me more than
anything."
Pinner has made may

friends for herself apd won
quite a reputation for
Calloway County High. She
said her greatest thrill as an
athlete was her trip to Vegas-not because she won--but
"...because of the help so
many people had given...Without them' couldn't have
made it."
"Felecia Pinner has been
called the "best ever at
Calloway"; she has traveled;
she has signed autographs and
been called a "star." Ellen
Mahan commented that
"Everyone thinks she's a star
and she is; but she's also just
Pinner, willing to help
anyone."
Felecia said "I feel
honored; it hasn't gone to my
head. I.w111 always..he_ just
Pinner. Even though I have
gotten a lot of recognition,
haven't forgotten who my
friends are."
Felecia has now been offered scholarships to the
University of Nevada at Las
Arizona
Staten
homer by Rusty Staub of the Vegas,
University of Kentucky:*
Tigers in the ninth.
Western, Murray, Purdue,'
White Sox 7, Angels 0
Thad Bosley, acquired by and University of Tennessee
Chicago from the Angels last at Knoxville. Coach Outland
winter and called up from the definitely thinks she'll make
nIkairS only last vieekend, bit it she-said, 'al would think -his first major league homer any college or university
and also doubled and singled would be proud to have a
to drive in four runs in sup- runner with her talent on their
port of Pablo Torrealba's four- track team."
Pinner could always run;
hitter for the White Sox.
feels her talent is natural.
she
A's 6, Brewers 2
Pete Broberg's six-hitter However, she said that sucand Jeff Newman's homer cess in track comes hard. She
enabled the A's to beat knows she can be better, but it
Milwaukee and regain a one- is going to take hard work. But
game lead over the Angels in she is willing to work hard
the West. The triumph ended a even when it hurts to reach
four-game losing streak for her dreams.
Felecia wants to major in
Broberg, who had begun the
season with four straight wins. commerical art and perhaps
be an AAU coach. She wants to'
Rangers 7-2, Twins 1-7
Dock Ellis and Roger Moret be in the 1980 Olympics in t,he
checked Minnesota on three open 440. She wants to run the
hits in the first game and Al 440 in under .52. Can she do it?
Oliver drove in four runs with 'Many of us think so and will
a pair of- sacrifice flies, a certainly be watching and
homer and a single for Texas. proudly saying, "She ran for
County
High
It was Moret's first ap- Calloway
School."
pearance for the Rangers
since he lapsed into a
catatonic state April 12 and
spent several weeks under
RACIUET STRINGING
observation.
Immodlo,s,
In the second game, the
Murray Tennis Center
Twins settled matters with a
Hwy 641 N 753 0129
four-run first, two scoring on
Jose Morales' double.

made believers out of a lot of something more than $300,000 And when Messersmith was
people-including himself.
a year, played for Atlanta hurt again in a spill at first
when he suffered his elbow base in spring training, heads
"If I had logically thought
injury last season, a mediocre began shaking. It was wasted
about what could happen in
season in which he finished at money,the cynics said.
my first game back, the an5-4, not the kind of showing for
Well, Hunter and Gulled are
swer would be 'Not this."' the
a malt who _had _won his free --on the disabled hatand-Torres
York - .'Yankees1
New
agency and tegan haggling 'is in Boston, where he raised
right—hander said after
over seven-figure contracts a his record to 7-2 Monday.
pitching five innings of one-hit few
years back.
He gave the Yanks five
ball in the Yanks' 2-0 victory
,When the Yanks bought that sensational innings, striking
in Cleveland. `If • I sdw contract, a
lot of eyebrows out three batters, walking one,
somebody else go through shot
up. New York, after all, yielding only a first-inning
what I did, I'd say I didn't
already had a lot of golden single by Jim Norris and
expect something like this."
arms like Catfish hunter, retiring the last eight Indians
Messersmith, who makes Mike Torrez and Don Gullett.
he faced. The only reason he
sisn't get a victory is that Rick
Waits blanked the Yanks in
that stretch.
Rawly Eastwick was even
better than Messersmith over
the final four innings. He was
perfect, setting down all 12
Cleveland batters, four of
them on strikeouts. He got the
machines put together with and around Gasoline Alley victory when Graig Nettles
scientific precision and during the 62nd running of the followed Lou Piniella's
seventh-inning single with his
repeatedly tested at a cost of Indy 500 Sunday.
theseason.
thousands of dollars.
Yet out of the packed stands llth home run of
Red Sox 5, Blue Jays 4
Weakness of a 25-cent bolt — 230,000 filled seats — and
Just as Messersmith did his
can send them -careening into--from the jammed infield-L- in
a wall or somersaulting over excess of 100,000 — came the Hollywood script thing,
Dwight Evans did his, hitting
the infield grass.
'ominous echo:
a game-winning homer in the
Escalating speedand threat - -"Faster, faster, faster."
of domination of the sport by a
Fortunately, it was a sur- eighth for his ailing son to
well-heeled cartel owning the prisingly safe race this year. keep the Red Sox two games
fastest cars and best drivers With so many fast cars back in ahead of the Yanks in the East
emetged this, week as the the pack —A. J. Foyt in the Division.
"I was trying to hit it for my
greatest threat to one of the seventh row and Mario
biggest, wildest and most Andretti in the 10th — some little boy," he said of 5,yearexciting spectacles in sports.
feared the worst. The situation old Timothy, suffering from
"We've got to slow 'em reeked of potential danger. an eye ailment that has
required several operations.
down — no doublt about it, Nothing happened.
.we've got to slow 'em down."
Orioles 6,Tigers 3
There was concern that 1978
The New Service for Murray! A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP
Carlos Lopez started the
This was the constant talk might duplicate,or even exWe rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
among drivers, men in the pits ceed the horrors of 1973 when slugging for Baltimore with a
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
the machines of Salt Walther first-inning homer, then Lee
valves, porta-powers — whether your equipment be farm,
and Swede Savage disin- May took over. He blasted a
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
tergiated in crashes, Savage three-run homer in the third
hydraulic needs.
Call Us At
dying of injuries, and a inning and a solo shot in the
436-2788
crewman was killed when fifth. Scott McGregor of the
Corn poned pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
struck by an emergency truck Orioles went the distance for
Service calls available at your request.
the fourth straight time. He
racing to an accident scene.
Fifty-three lives have been was tagged for a two-run
moments earlier Heard had snuffed out in the 67 years of
birdied from four feet.
this highly charged event.
"There were a couple of While continuing safety
lame ducks creeping around measures have curtailed the
out there today," Murphy incidence of casualties, the
said, alluding to the back trend toward increased,
problems that plagued hitn,,as blinding speed has concerned
well as Heard.
the gutsiest of drivers.
It was a tournament in "1 don't drive any more — I
which the pros ripped apart a just aim," confesses Bobby
course that really wasn't Unser, older brother of the
considered easy. Playing in 1978 winner, Al. "I don't see
ideal weather throughout, it four turns. I see only two."
took a one-under-par total to Dan Gurney has argued so
survive the halfway cut.
vigorously for a formula
"It was really nerve- overhaul that he has legislated
Inside
wracking," said Heard. "You himself out of competition.
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
make two or three pars and Andy Granatelli is preaching
Dining
you're losing spots.
a gospel of "a return to stock
Only
Combination Salad (with meal)
"I don't like shootouts," he blocks, stock gasoline and
said. "I like them when you standard tires."
win with 88,9 or 10 under."
Nobody's listening.

Cars That Run Speedway
Torpedoes On Wheels

104
lit
3%
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The cars that run in the
Indianapolis 500 are torpedoes
on wheels. Low-slung, highpowered, they travel at such
phenomenal speeds that, seen
• from track side, they become
only a blur to the naked eye.
As they roar and shriek
deafeningly through the no
longer impenetrable 200 miles
per hour barrier, they
threaten to become instruments of destruction —
moving funeral pyres for the
sacrifices to man's lust for
speed.
At the same time, they are
intricate, sophisticated
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Dixon Team from Kentucky.
There have been low points
too. Pinner says the low point
of her career was getting
beaten in the 440 at state as a
junior. "I had gotten lazy; I
didn't work as hard." She
realized she had to work
harder and as a senior she did.
She ran on the cross country
team—Calloway's first. She
ran in the Mason-Dixon
Games. She was undefeated
during the season. She went to
the Las Vegas High School
Invitational Tournament of
Champions where she won the
440 and 100, placed second in
the 220, and was voted Most
Outstanding Performer. She
-

Taken
And Run;Instead He Came Back To Victory

10 innings

ore

By JIMMY NIX
What has Pinner meant to are very proud of her and her
As a freshman physical
the track team at Calloway accomplishments. They are
education student, Felecia County High? According to proud to
have her ...as a
Pinner was asked by Coach' Rose
Ross, one of her team- member of their track team,
. Sue Outland if she were in- mates, "Everything—
not just and they always pull for her."
terested in running track. She the winning! She gives us all
Some of Felecia Pinner's
was interested; she signed up
the confidence and pride to accomplishments in track
for everything.
want to win. She's for the include reaching the semis in
Felicia has been running whole team. Because of her, the Junior Olympics in 1975,
ever since—running away our team was second in the running for the Blue Diamond
with all the records that is. Paducah Invitational, second Track Club, second in the
She holds the school records in in the region, and fourth in the state in 440 in 1975, first in
all of the following: 100-yard state. This the the best ever at state in 440 in 1976, second in
dash, 11.1; 220-yard dash, Calloway."
state in 220 and 440 in1977, and
25.1; 440-yard dash, 57.6; and
said, first in state in 220 and 440 in
Outland
Coach
the long jump, 16'842". In "Felecia has supported and
1978. She was named "Outstanding Girl in Track at
addition, she and her team- encouraged the other team
Calloway" all four years She
mates hold these records: in members. She has helped
will be running June 2 in
the mile relay, 4:11.4; and the instill a competitive spirit in
L.
440 relay, 52.1.
her teammates. All the girls Atlanta, Ga. for the Mason-
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Heard Says Atlanta,
Win Almost Miracle

Waiting...

Resting...

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
• ATLANTA (AP)—Jerry
Heard called it "almost a
.
miracle."
Winless since 1974 when he
was one of the most promising
players on the professional
Golf Association tour, Heard
captured the $200,000 Atlanta
Golf Calssic Sunday, firing a
67 for a record-setting 19under-par 269 total.
"A year ago, I would have
given you $40,000 just to play
again," Heard said.
Instead, he won that amount
in the hot, humid weather on
the rolling hills of the 6,883
yard Atlanta Country Club
course.
It proved he was, indeed,
back. Heard was struck by the
same bolt of lightning that hit
Lee Trevino during the 1975
Western Open.
Heard elected not to undergo surgery. Suffering from
an ailing back, he played
poorly in 1976 and was bedridden for eight weeks of the
1977 season.
"I really felt like I was going
to win," he said. "It was
almost like being overconfident. I felt good. My
nervous system was good.
Everything was right. I was
very fortunate."
The 31-year-old Californian,
who had three 67's and a 68 in
the tournament, won by two
shots over leading money
winner Tom Watson, Lou
Graham and Bob Murphy, the
only player seriously in
4011t4.4011 _ 011- the_ finiahing
holes,
— --44erphrfiegeyee-the
fall a shot back, got even with
a birdie on No. 17, then had his
tee shot on 18 roll dead neat a
tree. It left him no shot to the
green and he ultimately
bogeyed the hole, which
Photos By Mark Hultman'

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special

99'

'

Super Special For Kids v
Spaghetti and Salad
/2 Price 1

tko
wet.

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good

in the

FUN..smoki,,s
Make yotw reservations now to eovle tho. year
F.nyoy • mountain vacation the fu, way at Fontana Village the Great Smoittes'
Kest resort.
Take your pick .horseback ridam par golf.
tennis, square dancing everythiro is more fin
at Fontana' From bass flatting in F
Lake
to trout fishing in bunous nearby sir eams , from
swimming in heated poets to water skiing in the
midi of wank mountains -- Fonts is the ftinek gamsIron 30,./ cottages at_
has— shoats.

Maw

uoranteed
Quick
Service

of home for 99(
luxurious Duuru.;
for 275 Peoplp

Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

0

_

iONTANA VILLAGI RESORT
FONTANA DAM, NORTH CAROLINA 28733

Pagliai's Pizza
/4orrie of he 8oP?ornles Coke'

510 Main
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Four Western Kentuckians Reviving The Aged Craft
•

411

3

Of Chimney Sweeping, Begrimed Hat, Tails and All
41116.

ilk

Participating in graduation exercises for the Head Start program were: first row (from
IGwv-Ward,Denise Grogan, Kaptoria Catlett, Chenlyn Bloodworth,lapley Todd,jay
Lulu tanks, Karem Duffy and Valerie Cunningham. 2nd row Arthur Boyd, Jeffrey Pollard, Peter Sammer, Sahnnon Blanton, Alan Hopkins, Mitchell Evans, Gretta
and Chuck Borders.
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By BERRY CRAIG
Paducah Sun-Democrat
BENTON,Kyo(Ar) — Four
western Kentuckians are
reviving the aged craft of
chimney
sweeping
—
begrimed top hat, tails and all.
Fred and Derek Setterlund,
Lonnie Ashley and Cliff
Heegel say there is an increasing need for their services as the energy crunch
causes more people to turn to
fireplaces as an alternative
source of heat.
At the same time, they point
out, chimneys quickly become
caked with soot and flammable creosote eihich present
a fire hazard.
"A chimney fire can burn
your house down or, to say the
least,scare you half to death,"
said Fred Setterlund, 32, who
operates "Top Hat, Chimney
Sweeps" in Benton with his 12year-old son, Derek.
"It's like a volcano,- Setterlund added. -The heat
melts the martar between the
bricks and the updraft created
by the fire spews little fire
balls of molten mortar onto
the roof. If you have a woodenshingled. rouf...you can be in
serious trouble then."
Heegel, 25, proprietor of
"Magic
Hat
Chimney

4eeps" of Murray, says
homeowners should have their
chimneys maga at leaf annually to lessen the risk of fire.
•'And if you burn wood that
not well-seasoned, twice a
ear might be necessary,"
added Ashley, who advertises
his serves as "The Village
Chimney Sweep."
All four are relatively new
to sweeping, a vocation
associated with lath-century
I,ondon. The Setterlunds,
Ashley and Heegel started this
spring.
Chimney sweeping requires
plenty of sweat and elbow
grease and takes its toll in
sore muscles_ and _aching
backs, they said. "It helps
being a little bit of a contortionist," said Setterlunds.
And a willingness to get
dirty also is a prerequisite for
sweeping. "I remember when
I washed my hair after the
first job," Heegel said. "The
lather turned gray."
"I guess the biggest danger
we face is falling off houses,
but this is supposed to be a
lucky charm against that,'
said Setieriund, tapping stinger to his shiny black top
hat.
"And when we're working

up on roofs, the hat and long of chimneys - to do their
coat are also good for some cleaning. Flues are too small
surprised looks from passing for that. ,•
cars."
"But in he old days, the
English sweeps were said to
Setterlund added thati lower cats and even small
contrary to what some people children on ropes into
may think, sweeps do not chimneys to do their work,"
shinny up and down the inside he said.

Today's sweeps are armed
with an assortment of wire
brushes and pole and rope
attachments long enough to
tackle chimneys as tall as 40
feet. It takes a sweep about an
hour and a half to finish an
household
average-sized
chimney, Heegel estimated

Bureaucrat Gets Post Watching
Who Gets The Job He Once Had
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Harry Cain, the bureaucrat
who got fed up with govern_ merit and quit last month, has
found a new job — watching
whoever gets his old one.
Cain is expected to be
named soon as the executive
director of the American
Health Planning Association,
the Washington representative of local health services
agencies and state planning
boards.
A 16-year veteran of the
government
health
bureaucracy, Cain resigned
his $42,000 a year - post. last
month saying he could no
longer
tolerate
the
"bureaucratic swamp."

As head of the 400-employe contract to help find qualified
Bureau of Health Planning - personnel for the federallyand Resources Development assisted local planning
in the Dep.sartmpnt IA Health,__agency.
Education and -Welfare, Cain
was particularly frustrated by
not being able to fire the
people he did not like and hire
those he did.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
The death of an elderly
In his new post, he will have
a staff of eight, not 400 and a Hopkinsville woman was
salary between $45,000 and ruled a homicide Monday by
$55,000.
Christian County Coroner
One of the organizations' Alan Beard.
The body of Mrs. Julia
principal duties is to keep
local health planning agencies Thomas, 78, was found Sunday
informed about what Cain's in the bathtub of her home,
oktagency isdoing. - -- __police said,
Beard said Monday that
Ironically, the American
Health Planning Association Mrs. Thomas was beaten to
has a $100,000 government death.

Woman's Death
Is Ruled Homicide

"•(
,
S, COla,— •oPEPS1,.. AMP •,TvelST-Avomor• I.E RIGISTILILD
MAD AAAAA

Graduation exercises were held for head start students recently. Pictured above are
first row (from left) Amanda Watkins, Damon parker, Stacey Mauzy, Brandy Bhler, Kim
Barkhurst, April Crawford, Janette Rogers, Felicia Thomas and LaQuincy Ballard. 1 nd
row Rebecca Freeze, Paul Winchester, allan Kelso, Micheal Buhler, Heath Walls, Terry
Moss, Yahakie Harris, James Barnett, Nekesha Payne, Kelli Banks, and Cowentia Kendley.
Photo I ks* Peebles

Authorities Continue Search
For Couple Lost Near Pineville
PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The number of searchers was
reduced today, but authorities continued to look for an
elderly Cincinnati couple.
missing since Wednesday at
Pine Mountain State Park.
Trooper Harold Bargo of the
state police said two squads of
troopers would retrace the
glens of more than 150 police,
National Guardsmen and

rescue workers who spent the
weekend combing the park for
clues to the whereabouts of
Charles L Arnold, 78, and his
81-year-old wife Wirmifred.
Searchers concentrated
their efforts Monday on a
remote, 500-acre undeveloped
section of the park rarely used
by hikers. Bargo said, but
were unable to find any trace
of the Arnolds.

IFfonday, Tuesday, Wednesday Night

_

Specials

Featuring 2 Great Fish Dinners

#

North Atlantic Fillet
of Flounder
Or

1

011

Genuine Kentucky Lake
Catfish Steak

299
Served with choice of potatoes,
hushpuppies and cole slow

Your
Seafood
\Specialist

0

01\10/

#euen
*MS

-IR fifty rail
Murray

44111111WWIEW
Nib.

Some areas of the park
have been covered five or six
times — especially the areas
near the lodge," Bargo said.
State police detectives were
coaducting a concurrent investigation "to make sure that
there is no foul play or no
reason for foul play," he
added.
"We've utilized everything
that we can think of... We've
turned over practically every
rock in this area."
The Arnolds' son, Bruce
Arnold, remained near the
lodge waiting word from the
searchers. Arnold came here
from Atlanta after learning
that his parents had disappeared.
Police said Arnold told them
that the couple was-scheduled
to meet him during the
weekend at Blowing Rock,
N.C.
The Arnelds checked -in-at the park lodge on May 18 and
were scheduled to leave
Friday. When they failed to
check out at the lodge, police
were called and found the
couple's car and personal
belongings.
Bargo said the Arnolds were
.avid mountain hikers, who
had been following their hobby
nearly 60 years in Kentucky,,
Tennessee
North
and
Carolina."
State police decided to search
the same areas of the park
again because, "Maybe
there's something that these
people missed or something
that
we've
overlooked
somewhere, and
that's
something we definitely want
to make sure we're not
doing," he said.
Police also have notified
authorities in surrounding
states in the event of foul play,
Bargo said, but added that
"there's been absolutely
nothing indicating foul play."

OF

Peas.Ce.

Buy in quantity!
Have Pepsi enough to last.
The6-Quart 6-Pak
Six resealable/retumable32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.
The 6-Quart 6-Pak
. six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi Colain Pepsi Cola's biggest take•home carton. Now
you can envoy the quality taste
of Pepsi-Cola plus the conven•
ience of buying it in quantity...

'..11411

•••

more than thirty-eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy package Its the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last. Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry-back
carton is a perfect way to return your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with
Pepsi-Colas 6-Quart 6-Pak.
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PASSPORTS HAVE
DIPLOMATIC PAST'
SAN FRANCISCO (A?) —
Louis XIV of France invented
the modern-day passport, says
VISA travel specialist LS& Ann

103E:M

lkikteli.

-r'ui

lith eenturY.
however;.. Roman dignitaries
carried papet's called diplomats
which entitled them to ride
postal service horses deployed
along the empire's road system, Ms. Van Houten says
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Goods
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Shops

Murray, Ky.
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iVINRUDE

SUM MERSET-SAVAG E
* POLARKRAFT-BUCANEER
. * HARRIS FLOAT BOAT

-.A-Sales — Service —

_

•. „.
15341212

Mid-South
Saili. , —
Charter, Inc.

I

[ 753-7400

Products

1

718 S. 4th

Kenlake
Marina

6c.,r

I

J. W. Witham-Mgr.

Next to Murray Bait,CO.
- Hwy.94 East --

.

•FInancing AvailaMes
MURRAY, KY.

Belcher
Oil Co.
524 S. 2itil

1

•.
sl

Member F.D.I.C.

.

MURRAY SPORT •
&
MARINE CENTER •

in engines that call for regular gas-AMOCO
regular is of Superior Qualify.

'A6-

>4

Have A Safe Summer

.

_...*

111v

A

.

.

If your boat motor
calls for unleaded
gas only AMOCO has
Super Premuim Unleaded
or

,10
'

.

_ Writerflt.5, E3enton,KIL Pts502.35441406 \--

—

ES ,

*Ski Boat Rental

___....

759-4650 Office
or 4:36-2133
Dealers for... Boston Whaler,
O'Day, Windsirfer, Volvo tents _
1 Nolsolaw Trailer.

.

'Pontoon Boat Rental

•

•

Ky. Lake State Park --- Ph. 474-2245
.--

,

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor
Outboard & Stern Drive Service

759- 1 872

203 E. Main

We Sell
N.
I

-,......'
Ift
• 1 •••

Don McClure

Happy Holiday
Travel,Inc

. - -t

--v. -

1
*

:* • ••

. -_

SALES

.• •

.

.:47/Ea
:
-__:_--,Pap9tiunaSherestost.4..tAke.-.,,e;--------;-... ____ _. mpr---!71-77_0- -7---Airmumur‘
ores

_DARNELL MARINE

Bank of Murray

Grayson McClure

—.• --------

-_-:.-

-...-.1aite attest ma al Isisacriy for7 milk Tom right on Ma
folkit4;7810 - .
. for 7 mites past Bonnees Grocery. Take blacktop into
Panorama to
*St stop vign. turn right then left
and you have relived. Telt:416-S483.

-

. ..,

Member FDIC

•
•Johnson Motors

., -YIP

Al.
• 1

Fiberglass Boats
*Sea Nytnph Aluminum Boats
--401.elivisty Pontoons-- . •
,. 'Fiberglass Canoes. i.:-..... . ....
•*Stern Drive OMC Boats

•

Hwy 94 E.

753-3734
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Southgate Holds Memorial For
165 Who Lost Lives In Blaze

Ma.4
42k
2 Notice

beyond the comprehension of corning up to me and saying,
SOUTHGATE, Ky. (API - changes shook the nation
'What can I do?" recalled
any of them.'
Last year, this northern which may prevent a future
"One never associates Ernie Pretot, who was the
Aentucky town was too holocaust from happening
tragedy as happening in your first police officer on the scene
shocked and weary to again," Mayor Ken Paul said
community," Paul said. the night of the fire. "All 1
celebrate Memorial Day in the luring ceremonies at the town ,-own
here and could do was tell them to go
memorial to its war dead. "It did happen
traditional way.
pray.
this city will never be the home and
On Monday, the town's 3,200 Ironically, the site is located
And
these firefighters.
passed
has
Time
again.
same
esidents resumed their an- only a short distance from the
Last year at this time, they
passed.
has
pain
the
and
supper
the
of
Memorial Day parade, charred remains
However, there will always be were sifting through the
but also remembered the 165 club.
embtional scars left. And rubble, picking up the
the
was
mayor
The 31-year-old
people who died as a result of
bodies."
that is the way it should be."
a:fire at the . Beverly Hills surrounded by many of the
Paul
thanked
his
the
for
prayers
asked
Paul
firefighters
same volunteer
Supper Club last May 28.
firefighters
and
police
for
the
the
for
and
died
who
families
'The nation may remember and policemen who a year and
job they had done and told his
survivors.
Southgate as signifying smoke a day earlier had worked
neighbors that the lessons
for
the
prayers
ask
also
"We
and flame and death. But themselves into exhaustion
they had learned -would be
because
a
family
Schilling
was
which
because of Beverly Hills, fighting a fire
great toll has been taken on shared with the nation.
-How many people read the
Crossword Puzzler
family," the mayor said,
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
DOWN
referring to the club owners, papers and see one or two or
ACROSS
1 Flap
Also
MO 00000 OM -who are defendants inmost of three deaths because of fire
4 Extra
2 Anglo010000 000 the lawsuits stemming from and they'd throw the paper
00E1
Saxon
9 Ordinance
aside?" Paul said. "But
1710(313013 the fire.
DODOS
money •
if-macaw
301SUU
because of thetragedy and the
the
lined
townspeople
Many
CI Test
3 Grain (pi
UM1QEICH3 CRUM tree-shaded streets of this _Changes that have been
4 Layers
10 Re in debt
MOM 0010 EIDII _crisall community and wat- brought about, how many
5 Pattern
U30 UULI
30
will be saved because of
=, equipment
6 Assistant
Mu MOM ched the fire department and lives
JIM
smoke detector or
a
simple
0) Staffs
by.
parade
mayor
7 Ethiopian
OUGIU 1300 MOO
Affectionate
are the same people building codes which have
title '
"These
ULJUU0
000
111 Freshet
333030 =MGM who a year and a day ago were been put into effect?"
2$ Note of
•
• scale
141 Roman
*.• Catholic
1..labbr
.,.
I
41 World War II
fighting area
-',.labbr
2.
4 Colors
slightly
28 Lubricate
0-One _who is
present
32 Appellation
of Athena
4,..Affirrnative •
35 Location
511 Squander
41 Born
49 Sarcasm
ii Beverage
42 Railroad
tabbr )
•
41 Prefix • down
45 Little
Unemployed
50 So be it,
51 Fuss
SI Bishopric
Consume
1vaste1utly
41 Yellow
ocher
Encoun• tered
38 Efts
59 Man's nick-.
• nam1e
•

4

8 Spanish article
9 Game at
cards

10 Beard of
grain
11 Marry
17 Locates
19 Hebrew letter

330 MUM ISCHOI
3ME MOM EMU
cle

25 P ofit
26 Go in
27 Beef
animar
29 For fear
that
31 Beverage
33 Stage wh si

45 Merganser
46 Final
47 Doctrine
48 Riveriiin
Scotland

ROTC Camps For Seniors
Being Held This Summer

Lieutenant Colonel Randell qualify for a commission as a
G. Routt, PMS at Murray lieutenant in the Reserves or
.
217/Metal
- -State -University; announced National Guard at the end of
37 Anger
52 Expire
21 Highways
today that high school seniors their sophomore year, and
5.3 Ancient
n Eyelashes 38 Afr:can
can now attend the six-week have the option of applying for
55 Symbol for
gazelles
24 Solemn covbasic ROTC summer camp at active duty during their senior
tin
42 Spanish artienant
Fort Knox, during one of the year. Students attending this
following periods: May 30 to camp are not obligated to
July 6, June 19 to July 27, or enter the senior ROTC
July 17 to Aug. 24. This is a program.
significant change, since only
Eligibility -criteria are (1)
juniors
could,
college
U19
U. S. citizen, (2) proof of
previously attend this camp.
Attendance at this camp will acceptance at a college or
qualify the student to receive university hosting ROTC,(3)
academic credit for all basic pass a physical, (4) have a
military science courses score on one of the following
(eight semester hours) at tests; ACT composite of 18 or
Murray State. Credit for these higher, or SAT score of 850 or
courses will enable the student higher.
to enter the advanced ROTC
Students interested in atprogram their freshman year tending this camp are urged to
and receive $100 per month immediately contact the
during their freshman and Murray State University
sophomore year. Students Military Science Department.
completing this program;Call collect(502) 762-3746,
19 Permit
50
Imitate
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SHE DOESN'T THINK OF
AULOW5 THINKING
A
ABOUT THAT_LITTAZIER__. ME BECAUSE
14AiRED GIRL BUT I KNOw- NOTHING-,AND q0l1 CAN'T
THINK OF NOTHING'.
-SHE DOESNI- THiNK OF ME

LOVRE NOT REALLY
A NOTHING )
CHARLIE MOWN ALMOST

DOES A GIRL EVER -GO AROUND THiNKING
OF A .00001 ".!
7

ai

r

BLOND*
• IF / OPENED
A DIAPER SERVICE
THEY'D START
HAN/ING DRY

HE DAGWOOD REMEMBER TStli,T

920 I OWE
YOU"'

153-14-11
753-1621
7534952
7534332
753-5131
753-3535

BABIES/
C's

CARPENTERS helper.
Do not apply on
Saturday Custom Built,
753-0984.

. 753-5362

WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times
FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Ifs A Fad
Father Buys
His Tools At

Starks
Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1227
Free WI
Wrapping
BIBLE FACTS INC. James 2:18 states "Yea,
a man may say, thou
hast faith, and I have
works: Show me thy
faith without thy works,
and I will show thee my
faith by my works."
Bible answers and study
anytime. Bible services
Saturdays 3 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Call 759-4600.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
COLOR PORTRAIT-S,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into., any size.
. Wallets low as 24 cents,8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035 Free Parking
lot, use our rear entran

LOST OR STRAYED-Red
bone hound pup, 8-10
months old. No collar.
Wildcat Creek Park
vicinity. Call John
Hutchins, 436-5642,
6 Help Wanted

•Eni BMW
I KNOW YOU'RE HUNGRY
BUT HAVE TO FINISH
T•Fiii5 REPORT BEFORE LUNCH

SARGE CANT
57AND TO HEAR
A GROWN
STOMACH CRY
0Ati

OKANq OKAY!

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Employer. Accepting
applications for sales
person at Minnens, Bel
Air Center.

•
5-30

JUST A
LETTER •
FOR MY
GOLDEl5H._

WHAT'S IN
THE MAIL,
NANCY?

„--4"

-11144f'

•

MANTON
4
tiE FELT SHE WAS

f

TCHED. WE THOuGHT
HE IMAGINED IT,••
tEN THE MUGGER„
.
EN THE BURGLAR...
LIMBED INTO .
E R ROOM t••

ik1u4e

17 SAYS ,
s,......
"OCCUPANT"-(ITS AN AD FOR
F I SH FOOD -

a411115

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home no experience Necessary
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
EXPERIENCED
painter.- Steady work.
For interview call 753- -0839 or 753-5727.

•
001.

WANTED, men to work,
experienced with torches,
contact Ike Worthington
at Taylor Motors truck
-yard, Murray,Ky.
PERSONS
• INTERESTED in making
$500 to $800 extra per
month
part
time.
Couples preferred. For
appointment only, phone
753-3763.

u.o•• P.slupe

Srdier• w

LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary.
•
Must be excellent typist
5HE fiCATTED THE ETURGLAR,.BuT(
THEY PISTOL- I MUST
SHE NEVER SAYY THEIR FACES
with bookkeeping and
s WHIPPED'
SEE HIM
WE HIRED A
f HIM WHEN
Al
shorthand skills. Reply
THEY TOOK HER ONCE!
by
mailing
__.....
-HE'S IN THE
qualifiecations to P. 0.
HOSPITAL..,
Box 271, Murray, Ky.
• 42071.

,•

s
fee..." Sew*,

CLERK RECEPTIONIST. No
experience necessary,
will train. Must have
good personality, typing
ability, good vacabulary
and spelling. Full time
employment. Excellent
fringe
benefits.
Applications maybe
picked up at Ledger and
Times prior to June 2,
1978.

753-6622
. 753.7588
. 753-0929
753-NEED
. 153-2233

LOST
A
BASSETT
Hound,-answers to name
of SHERMAN. Lost in
- So. Alrno Heights area.
Call 759-4662.

4t4Pob
irittee trrd,5+.

Fire
Police
Resale
Aalàacs
hospital
Eastlake
Wean
Socith
C ea pretwasire
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
kedline
Learn To Read
Fetter

5 lost And Found

Si

-

6 Help Wanted

If You
Need Them:

Parenting

ISX3E'XIC

1140/00111001;e4.

Maintenance
Foreman
Applications ;ire now
being taken by the
Murrav
Calloway
county Parks Board
for a Maintenance
Foreman.
Applications may be obtaind at the Parks Office. 10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No applications will be accepted after .June 10
1978 For further information call
753-7640

9 Situations Wanted
AMBITIOUS
hard
working 20 year old
male looking for a good
paying full or part time
job. Experience in
construction. , Call
Bruce at 753-9786 or 7533940.
10 Business Opportunity
DE GERS HOUSE OF
Fir laces and stove
specialist. Including
property, Located in a
large central Ky."-City.
Sales over 200,000 per
year. Contact Byetfinder,Sikeston, MO,
VERY LUCRATIVE
business offered for first
time, net up to $40,000
yearly. Small down payment, owner will
finance the balance.
Interested call 11804-2932312 after 5'P.m.

PRE-CIVIL war four
poster bed. Solid walnut.
Post hand carved. If
interested call 753-5645.
REMOVE carpet paths
and spots; fluff beaten
down nap with Blue
Lustre. Rent shampooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
grade.
A71411", _419,30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14,",_ $22 15 _plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
pus $2.60 FET,
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$225 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Ririe.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
FREEZER
BEEF
Choice grain fed-aged
beef. Front quarters 79
cents a pound, whole of
half 89 cents a pound,
hind quarter, 99 cents a
pound harigiltweight
Food Stamps accepted.
We also do custom
slaughtering, Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
T1O5
reen
ieskel
Oi
S3.95OU
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.: e2
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14. Want To Buy
WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West
End
Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
Due to incorrect phone
number in our pretrious
ad, we are still interested in buying a low
trailer suitable for
hauling a riding mower,
753-7531.
DEHUMIDFIER in good
conditioh. Call 753-7386.
WORKING OR SILENT
partnership in small
business
or
light
manufacturing plant. Or
will buy total ownership
Investment to $100,080.
Your brief descriptiortof
business and Atential
will be held in strict
confidence. Write to Box
32C.
15 Articles For Sale
SKII, SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WEED EATERS
Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, $39.99.
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
/
2
'
40 H. P. JOHNSON 151
boat and trailer. $350.
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call 436-2538.
WE BUYANDSELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753- .
1551.

rille

GARAGE DOOR tr x p'
practically -fleW. All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 p.m.

tiftr4*

15 Articles For Sale

D /120Peimy 2$ yrs.
- 116113 relay(obe)
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Mrs Our Fr44 Gift
Phis Our fret Brochure
Sawa 53.45 sod 45 Porter
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AM DOMINO & CO.
s••• Pi*
Viroseet
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SEVERAL SIDE by side
deep freezers still in
stock. Call 759-4895.
TWO AXLE trailer with
2" oak bed. Call 753-9507.
FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10, .
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-,
sulation-1
/
2
"4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - /
1
2
" 4 x 843.40.
Plywood - /
1
2
"4 x 8 $6.75, h" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
11
/
2
"4 a - $10.00. Ex-terior-Siding -4x8-- $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widthi. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy.45, 1 mi so Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237.

PAO 11 T
15 Articles For Sale
3'
,
a H. P. garden tiller.
$179.89. Montgomery
Ward. 753-1966.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile 'and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
23 CU. Ft. Chest freezer.
$288.88. Montgomery
Ward,753-1966.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion fl
on sale at Wigg
Furniture,641 No

01

CLA'

formed
Chestnut St

16 Home Furnishings
We Buy, Sell
Used Furm•
pliances
Hod____

Trade

I.

205 So

Whin Tee Think
Value...Thi

+-11-(747FL1Ttivit
Wedt Ky.
Appliarge Center
Sales S. Service
753-4471

441 N.

=NM
USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag,
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
5,
Route
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.
19, Farm Equipment
'BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
quality
Premium
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE tobaCeo aria
tomato sticks. Call 4892126..
JOHN DEERE
heavy .
duty wagon, $300. 1200
tabacco sticks, 12 cents
a piece. Call 436-2253.
20' GOOSENECK trailer
with pull out ramps 45
John Deere aombinem
Five 16' Oliver plows,
John Deere 8 row 'hard
land drill. Call 436-2198.
NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395. One row
cultivator, $75. Rotary
mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.
20 Sports Equipment
ARISTOCRAFT it- -ft
inboard''outboard, nisi cylinder. 160 h.p. Good
condition. Call 751-4377ar 753-8004.
BASS BOAT, motor and
trailer. Call 753-7595.
26' CRUISER. Twin
engines. In excellent
condition with all
factory
options.
Replacement cost-over
$20,000. Will sell for
$6,500. 753-9537.

s•

Hornbook's Barber Shop
• 209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday -- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
•
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.

NOTICE
The property assessment books will be
open for inspection from June 5 thru
June 9, 1978. At this time you may
review your assessments for the 1978
county and state property taxes. The.
office is located on the first floor of the
courthouse.
•
- Otittitt E.-iinie
Property watuotion Admin.
Calloway County

•

**s
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tiller.
ornery

RUMS,
and
h Call

freezer.
gonnery

?2 MirAcal

36 For Rent Or Lease

...., PIANOS

EORGA

NS

LAYTON'
formerly

Chestnut St.

teurray,Kr

'3 Exterminating

Trade
or Ap-

ink Of

FREE
Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
looS4.vtlt 13th
Phone 753-3914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

i fI t
24 Miscellaneous
nter

vice
53-4471

EWING
tag, ll
hments.
fully
cash
ayments
ed. For
demonMartha
5,
ute
call 354-

RADIAL TIRE Salt Steel belted premium
grade
white
wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.55
plus _ 82.97
FET,
HR78x14"4 15", $45.42
plus
$3.15
FET,
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMPARE
ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio

nent
9,000 ft.
quality
0.99 per
ardware,
cco ano
Call 489-

heavy .
U. 1200
, 12 cents'
436-2253.
K trailer
amps 45

combine.
r plows,
ow hard
436-2198.
tobacco
One row
• Rotary
8315, and
om plow,
blades,
ft. 8285, 6
New and
diggers,
, one and
o setters,
tivators,
s, balers,
rs, some
0. Kough
les, Route
94 West,
y., phone
lament

h.p. Good
.
15S4117T-7-

otor and
3-7595.
. Twin
excellent
ith all
ptions.
cost-over
sell for

- CONSOLE STEREO with
AM-FM receiver. 8 track
recorder and record
Slightly
changer.
damaged. $199.88.
Mongomery Ward. 7531966.
LARGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J
and B Music), 753-7575.

TV LOVERS
Would you like to get 8
or more channels on
your TV?.We guarantee
8 or mote! We are fully
insured on antenna and
tower work.

TV Service
Center
Central Center
753-5865
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
666 three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME, central
beat and air. Nice
lot withwell.
000. Call 436-2733.
TRAILER AND LOT
FOR SALE. Three
bedrooms. 2 bath. Immediate
possession.
Pottertown Road, 14 mile
off 94 East.tall 753-6083.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent

5:00

11 be
thru
ay
1978
The
f the

unty

43. Real Estate

FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom, singles and
married couples- only.
ApartZimmerman
ments, South 16th, 7536609.
33 Rooms For Rent
LEEPING ROOM, air
condition, refrigerator,
private entrance. South
16th Street. Call 753-6609.

38. Pets

49 Used Cars & Trucks

.OLD ENGLISH sheepdog, 1 year old. Call
Call 489-2483 or 489-2536.
- SIAMESE--CAT;-TeiniiTe.
1 1-2 ydPs old. Spayed.
$25 Call 753-9734.

A
BOYD-MA)
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Pr ofessional Services.
With The P riendly Touch"

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING SITE. 4 miles
past Mt. Cannel Church. 2 acres of land. It is
perfect for you if you
enjoy wild_ life. Very
private and priced to
sell. Only $4,000. Boyd-Majors--Reat -Estate;
105 N. 12th.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
view lots in restricted
subdivision at 1973
prices. Central water
Call 436-2473.

40 Produce

END OF SEASON
SPECIAL
Up'"

;4

10 k,J
• te./:..
ANP ‘'
.1\

COLLEGE FARM rd.

tT11178tinned-I-estate SyndtesW-lar.--

S. -50

REAL

5271468 p- 753 9625

13. Real Estate

INTERESTED IN 12
Percent? Rental Income .Property 1
blocks from MSU. 7
room frame house.
Stone,fireplace in pine
paneled Living room.
gas heat. Plus two
garage apts, 1 - 1
bedroom, 1- 2 bedroom.
753-9537.

RENTAL PROPERTY
GOOD INVESTMENT
Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with another
garage apartment also.
Gas heat is an economic
feature; large 85 x 351 lot
with lots of nice trees.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
more information.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

43 Real Estate

Waldrop Realty
fl Bus,ness
Since i95 t.
753-5646

4TEetl

46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough.
Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
_753,5603- _

BY
OWNER - 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
central
garage,
air and
HOME,business, or both.
heat, carpeted:14 x 24
This could be the place
living room with full
you are looking for
stoned wall fireplace.
Property is zoned for
Blown insulation.
business, but could be
Fenced backyard. 16 x
just a lovely home within
20 raised deck. Wooded
two blocks of the courthouse, 4 bedroom 'brick, . lot. Paved driveway. All
on 1"2 an acre in Lynn3 bath,study,living room
wood Estates, 2 miles
and dining room comSouth,o1_,-Murray.
bination with woodPossession in June. Call
burning fireplace, also
753-0717.
large kitchen including
47 Motorcycles
range,
refrigerator,
disposal and dishwasher.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
Low thirties. Phone
than 1,000 miles. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
436-2262 or 753-8078.
753-1222. '
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696

Souths,de Co,r Square

Murray, Kentucky

WELL .MAINTAINED
older house for sale.
1
2
Two or 3 bedroom, 1 /
bath, fireplace, storage
and fenced backyard.
Call 7534153.
HOUSE,
OPEN
SHOWING good two
bedroom, Wednesday,
May 31st, 11 a.m. :to 7
pin, at 315 N. 7th.
Reduced to $15,900. C.0.
Bondurant Realty, 7539954 or 753-3460.
Long established muffler
& automotive business.
Know
about
automobiles? This is for
you. Good buys Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Own this mobile home for
less than rent. Charming 2 BR with many
extras. Built-in shelves
for your stereo; Murphy
bed for your geust. 34
acre lot across from
'East Elementary,
$11,200. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
Potential recreatlobal
complex - 100 acres on
KentuckY Lake TVA
contour. . . Camping?
Tennis? Boat Dock?
Restaurant? or Private
Air Strip? This acreage
is ideal resort material.
financing
Owner
available. Loretta Jobs
Realtors,753-1492.
Developers, Investors One of the top business
properties in town - 1.61
acres on So. 12th St
Over 285 ft of Frontage
Ideal for franchise
business. Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors, 759-1707.

TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
wick. Jot,%win ""ter

THIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
IA Chandler Park area
34 Houses For Re'
of the lake • (Hamlin.
---thiairr;4474-144,1%~lit-bag
Murray. Call. 753-4109.
blacktop road Ky 1918)
/*six sew road serving
•
ICE TWO BEDROOM
portion
a
of the
on
house
brick
C:
property. John
Cypress
at
Lake
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Creek. MuSt have
Main Street', Murray,
references Call 492-8221.
753-0101 or 753-7531.

Proles:). onal SerN ices
With The Friendly Touch'

ESTABLISHED LADIES DRESS SHOP.. . .
in growing local shopping center. Business,
store fixtures & inventory for sale. Call.
for details. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th Street. 7538080.

WILSON
Comstry living wily 3 mks
from Murray. Located ea
C41111 Gimp Rd., this 4 or 5
bidatImak, 2 botti twee Ns
sailed blot and cak. Plenty of
Mai
growing %miry, good
wee aro., I acre lot. Nan
platilly of shod*, redwood

4ssk.
Wew 1% acres? Then take

25 ACRES wrril several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of highway frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.
Lake Priced in Mid
teens. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY. 7531222. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.

'Guy Spann Realty
Your Rey People
In Real Estate'.

'

753 7774

901 Sycamore

Murroy, Ky

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regardieg any
phase of realestate activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
.conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
KOPPERUD REALTY
want to be VOUR Real
Estate People.

n

1. 13011)-MMORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

I

Ph.fesninnal Nen'ice.
With The Vriendl. Tine !

YOU'LL LOVE IT'S
LIVING
ADVANTAGES. This 4
bedroom home has
aluminum siding &
spacious rooms for
living. comfort
-QUidtirbeilti- • newly
redecorated home Ls
worth ' your consideration. 2 acre lot.
Low 30's Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105. N.
120.

1963 PLYMOUTH. Very
good condition. Will
guarantee. $300. Call
-353-7231.

"NOW 'THAT WE'VE DECIDED WHAT OUR
BEST I201.3C`{ IS, THE NEXT QUESTION
IS WHAT CAN \NE GET AWAY WITH."

QUALITY

204 QUART
7 AM on Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday.

1976 ONE TON flat bed
truck, 83995. Call 7594895.

4

Poplar-Serifon

STRAWBERRIES

733-4451

51 Services Offered

INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
V. W. DUNE buggy with
cooling bills. Call Sears
figerblass body. $995. 753-2310
for
free
Can be seen Murray
estimates.
Ford Tractor, 4th and
Sycamore.

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED Irish
Setters. $50 each. Call
753-9570.

MORE MEN RESULTS

1973 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47549

J & B Mum.:

,N

In as

SSIREDS

OPEN SHOP MEE

Sale

lost at lids home located on
641 N. last nsiresstes from
town. iRce wooded MN Three
SR brick and Moms. largo porch and patio. Lots of closet
spice. Cent. beat and air.
Asking 545,000,
753-3263 Anytime

1973 YAMAHA, 650,
customized, excellent
condition, 2 helmets. Call
759-1443 after 3 p.m.
BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
635.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.

LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
49. Used Cars & Trucks
carpeted
throughout
home has living room, 19'74 FORD Capri. Good
dining room, large den
condition, 4 speed, new
and abundant storage.
tires call 492-8890 after 5
Priced at only $31,900.
p.m.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. fir -1976 MONZA 4 speed,
come by our con$2500 or best offer. Call
veniently located office
759-1158.
In the White House
Building, 711 Main for all 1973 TORINO wagon, air,
you real estate needs.
low mileage. Excellent
condition. $1295. Call
ALTUPN
753-3704.

USED CAR- •1971 Ford
Maverick. Pull power
and air, automatic
transmission, 16,000
miles. One owner. Call
753-7269.

1974 TOYOTA Corona.
Four door, wagon, 4
speed. Excellent condition. Loan value,
$1750. will take $1495.
Call 09-2595.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

1969 CHEVELLE - 2
hardtop, V-8 SEPTIC TANK PUMdoor
PING. Residential and
automatic, factory
commercial. Rex Camp
mags, AM-FM 8 track.
753-5933.
Nice car. 6850.00. Phone
e),
1-354-6217.
barns,
roof
WILL SPRAY
and thick throseal to
1972 DODGE DART, low
masonary walls. Free
mileage. Excellent
Extimates. Call 753-6878
condition. Power,alr.__-or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
Must sell. Best offer.
Call 753-8560.
PtANO TUNING and
50. Campers
Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've, • got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.

TELEPHONE 7531051

46 Homes For Sale
-HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement,on large lot in
Subdivision
Keniana
Call 436-2473.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
or
- NEED ' TREES
shrubbery
or
cut
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.
WILL
DO
BUSHHOGGING,
grading driveways and
breaking gardens. Call
753-8527.

QUALITY stem
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs. ,
BYARS BROTHER:VASON - General home
fethodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

WANT someone to clean
house 1 day a week. Must
have references. Call 7533770.

RENT RINSENVAC
Ifs slier "io-lt-roarosW'
marlsod cleaes'earpots as...

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

LOUT-

3a pound portable

powerhouse does all the work

r
esgs,
"f
rasTis-snd vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep. db

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

ECONOMIC-ALL/cleans the way
prciessionalsclo---at
44
a fraction of the cost *
7‘ift&I
( YOU SAYE UP TO
,
1„..ROOM.,
125.00 PEE

Highway 94 East
7534400

PROFESSIONAL window
cleaner, private homes,
_offices, storefronts,etc.
20 years experience.
Call 901-782-5981.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

y

•

I

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-perience. Call 436-2563,
Rarpti Worley.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN
prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

tee, 4
"s- v. 11

Mimi far eat,Sitio a eay .,.

•

lisl-Air loser Store
KAI,Connie 704642

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free •
estimates.
WATCH AND CLOCK
repair. Call 759-1231.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984

repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149

Floored and reedy Up to 12 z 24. Also barn style, officos, cottages,
mobile home adore, and patios, or U-SUILD, pre-cirt completely ready
to assemble up to 74 r 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Spring is "Bustin" out all par
& so are Kopperud Realty Signs!

51. Services Offered

EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
.working finish carpentry, and cabinet
1973 MERCURY Monfinishing. Call 435
tego, power, air, AMevening
4150
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
FOR INSULATION
-pickup runs but motor
needs. Call Jackson
needs work. $300•
Purchase Insulation,
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
759-1820.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive. Call 435-4383.

South 12th at SYcasstar•

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.

BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-toinstall Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof
masonary
product. Less than the J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
Cost of natural stone.
pools. Several sizes.
tUese
riorforint
An eexrcio
ero
d0-.
llenrt ex
Water Valley 355-2838 or
4-yourself _project ..af we___ 328-8567 call collect
will install. BO direct
from
our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and SPRAY PAINTING of all
Fireplace, 706
N. - kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
Market Street, Paris,
homes. Call Ralph
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901Wore, 436-2563.
642-1328.

1969 PONTIAC Tempest
Custom. 350, 2 barrel,
power steering, brakes
and air condition. $500. WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
Call 435-4269.
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
BUS FOR SALE 1968
write Morgan ConInternational, 60
struction Co., Route 2,
passenger.
Excellent
Box 409 A. Paducah,Ky.
condition. call 753-21377
42001. Phone day or
or 753-8004.
night 442-7026.
1966 CHEVROLET/
1
2ton,
long wide bed. 283 DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
automatic, $600. Call
or
land cleared of
435-4264.
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
1972 CUSTOM
van,
beneath ground. Leaves
• Chevy. Custom interior,
only sawdust and chips
needs little work. Good
Call for free Estimate,
condition. Mag .Wheels.
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Call 1-442-6482 Paducah,
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
1977 EL CAMINO, air,
power, AM-FM stereo, MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
tilt, wheels, 21,000 miles.
sealing, patching
Phone 435-4114.
striping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
1974 CUTLASS with air,
power steering and
brakes. Excellent BUSHOGGiNG and
discing. Call 753-1261
condition. $2400. Call
after 4.'
436-2689.

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

F

OLE

KOPPERUD

v 44,

REALTY
m

- • .
9s
•
•.
'

- 753.1222
SOLD

BRICK
HOUSE,
2
bedroom, bath and half,
walk out half basement.
Patio. 10' wide, carport,
5 acres land. One Small
outbuilding. Price
$32,500. Call 474-2248.
FOR SALE BY owner,1
bedrooni house 41 acres.
Barn and work shop. Call
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bearoorn bouse with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On hall
acre lot. Under 616,000.
Has a finished upstairs.
('all 489-2492

The Sign of the Times'
115 N. 7th,$15,900
,Immediate Possession

jot Fast Results On The Sale Of Your Homo,Lht WNh Moneta Really.

015el TtouSeNnesdiy, Ma
for showing this good two bedroom. price I-Kluged*
home ongot 95 x 159. For personal service in buying
or selling, call

C. 0. Bondu rant Realty
753-9954 or 753-3460

KOPPERU-DIRALTYM
Mc 753-1222

7t1 Meim
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New Department Designed To
Recognize Kentucky's Tourism

Deaths and Funerals]

Mr. John Rayburn
Dies Early Today

Final Rites Today
For James Blalock

By HERBERT SPARROW
"I insisted, and I knew I will efforts of theePublic InforFinal rites for James H.
Associated Press Writer
not
be here for eternity, that if mation Department.
Blalock of 311 North Tenth
He said one of the primary
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
it
is
over here ( in the
(AP)
—
Street, Murray, who served as
purposes of the new director of
State
Department)
at
Commerce
Commerce
ComCircuit Court Clerk for
missioner Terry McBrayer least we will let the people in the division will be to work
Calloway County for eighteen
says the creation of a new the industry itself know we are with Public Information
years, are being held today at
Division of Tourism within his going to treat it like an in- Commissioner Dan Mangeot
1:30 p.m at the chapel of the
in coordinating the formation
department was not politically dustry."
Funeral
Blalock-Coleman
of the new department and the
motivated,
but
was
designed
Home with the Rev. T. A.
to recognize tourism as a
There were cries of politics efforts of the two divisions in
Thacker officiating.
major Kentucky industry.
from
Republican and anti- the interim.
Burial will follow in the
-There was newr any
administration
legislators
apsaid
McBrayer
Cemetery.
City
Murray
political motivation,"
when a bill creating the new proximately 25 people were
Mr. Blalock, - age 59, died
McBrayer said in a recent
division immediately and a interviewed for the job and the
Sunday at 11:25 a. m. at the
interview.
"There has been a
new Department of Tourism new director is expected to be
County
Murray-Calloway
cry fora long time from all the
on
July 1, 1979 was introduced named within the next week.
licensed
a
He
was
Hospital..
folks in the tourism industry to
In the 1978 General Assembly.
Governor. Julian Carroll pawed to meet Doralyn Lanier. left, and Jo Farley, both
He said a finalist has been
funeral director and emreally recognize them as a
chosen, but has not yet acteachers in the Murray School System at a reception held to honor the governor and
balmer in Kentucky and
tourist
There
is
already
a
major industry.
cepted the job.
Tennessee and was the coarea legislators at Lake Barkley Lodge on May 21. The reception was given by teachers
promotion division with the
"I was trying to tell the
education
by
the
"We are. in the process of
support
of
founder __of_ the ifialoCkf_of the first district to show their appreciation for the
Department -of Pbblk
best
the
employing
legislature and the governor
Coleman Funeral Home.
governor and the state legislature. In addition to Governor Carroll, area legislators
Information and critics
let's do recognize them and
professional we can find," he
He is survived by his wife,
who attended induded Johnny Boatwright, Representive from Paducah; Butch Burnett,
charged that the new division
put that emphasis on them merely was a tool to be used said..."It_is_ very important
Mrs. Margaret Purdom
Representative from fuitcm;
-Goy, Representative from Benton; and Richard
,that
done
that should be done,"
It
be
Blalock, 311 North Tenth
Weisenberger, Senator from Mayfield. Approximately 500 teachers, spouses and
by McBrayer in his expected
McBrayer
professionally."
•
said.
Street, Murray; mother, Mrs.
retired teachers attended the event
run for governor next year.
Essie Blalock, Westview
McBrayer returned to the
But McBrayer argued there
Nursing Home, Murray; two
System effective next school year, and a high of $16,893 in Anchorage after
were other considerations in theme that the tourist, trade
daughters, Mrs. Jay (Betsy)
gapainimum for a bachelors and 14 years.
should be considered an
the move.
Bucy and Mrs. Michael
ñiperience is $9,265, for Rank II,
industry.
For Rank I teachers starting salaries
(Continued From Page One)
"There were some questions
of
(Katie) Jull, •'both
$10,900, and for Rank I $12,770. The this year range from $9400 in Campbell
"It is the third or fourth
earlier why the delay," largest revenue producer in
Louisville;- one brother, Pat
$12,770 for Rank I teachers, $11,000 for maximum salary for a classroom County to $11,489 in Anchorage.
McBrayer said. "So much of the state but we've never
Blalock, University City, Mo.;
The highest scheduled salary a
Rank II teachers and $9,330 for Rank III teacher is $15,290 for Rank I and 10
government
is done- on the really treated it like an intwo grandchildren,Stacey and
experience.
years
Kentucky teacher at the Hank I level
teachers.
spur of the moment, without dustry,". he said.'that is why
Caroline Bucy, Louisville.
Murray
tentative
According
to
the
could
earn
in
a
local
school
system
this
salary
According to a tenetative
any real thought put into it.
I wanted it in Commerce,
schedule for Calloway County School system salary schedule Rank III school year ranges from $11,:01 in
"There are a lot of problems because Commerce is talking
teachers with no experience can dart- Cumberland County after fiNtie years'of
involved in severing tourism about jobs, the economy,
at $9,180, Rank II $10,850, and Rank
experience to $18,117 in Jefferson
promotion from
Public industrial development,
$12,620. The maximum in the Murray County after 15 years of experience,
Information," he said. "It is manufacturing.
classroom
$15,490
for
system
is
,.• (Continued From Page One)
not a simple thing to carve out
teachers with 12 or more years exfeet to freedom using two sections of
"With tourism, you don't
that division over there and
perience.
'rope, officials said.
have
those EPA lawsuits, you
(Continued
From
Page
One)
bring
it
over
here,
creating
a
Most Kentucky teachers are in the
- After Yates' escape in September,
don't have those smokestacks,
The funeral for Jeffrey
new department.
Rank III category, which means they and Win MR from appraimilly
officials searched the 90-year-old prison
you don't have those nonThe funeral for Miss Paula
Gregory- Satterwhite of
have a bachelor's degree. The state- a.m. to nopn, Monday OM*!WNW,
e are a lot of-problems attainment areas where the
for four or five days..
Kay Mason of Kirksey Route
Murray Route One is being
mandated minimum this school year until July 211. Fee for Or program
be,e1111
they
.They found evidence that indicated
Share federal government won't let
One has been scheduled for
held today at twe p.m. at the
ending for Rank III teachers with no 030.
-operational
funoirtfria in you build a plant,that gives off
Yates
had
gone
over
a
low
back
wall
at
two p.m. Wednesday at the
Chapel Hill Baptist Church in
For
additional information regarding
Public Information, using the more smoke than a cigaretnight He used the cover of a rainstorm experience is $8386.74.This is 93 percent
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Graves County with the Rev.
of the state's foundation program the prograni, one can call Miss Pat
same machinery, same te," he said. "You don't have
to
make
the
escape
after
hiding
on
the
home, Mayfield, with the Rev. Howard Miller officiating.
Holton,
Murray State Department of
allotment of $9018 for such teachers.
photography equipment, all any of that with tourism-type
grounds at lockup time.
R. B. Cope and Rev. Joel
Burial will follow in the
For Rank III teachers at the Special Education by phoning 762-24-46.
thdse kinds of things.
establishnients.
Bordenkircher
said
a
$4
million
Smith officiating.
church cemetery with the
maximum level of experience. the
Program sponsors are asking that
renovation apd remodeling project
Burial will
in the Mt. arrangements by the Byrn
highest scheduled salary range's persons interested contact Miss Helton
"We just want to make
"And beyond that, the
planned for Cellholise No. 5 will keep
Olive
Cemetery
with
Funeral Home of Mayfield.
from $10,538 in Cumberland County as soon as possible.
certain it is done right," tourism dollar reaches that
prisoners from breaking through weak
arrangements by the Byrn
Mr. Satterwhite, age 17, was
All applications and requests should
after nine years to $15,579 in the
McBrayer said. "That is the borderline welfare individual
windows.
Funeral Home of Mayfield
pronounced dead at the scene
reason for the delay. We could quicker than any other in- .
Anchorage independent system in be in by June 5 in order to complete the
He also has asked, in his annual
of the one vehicle accident on
Pupil selection process and notify
have done it all at one time, dustry dollar you have,"
Jefferson County after 13 years.
budget reques, to Corrections ComKentucky 564 about a half mile
but it wouldn't have been done McBrayer said."The girl
Starting salaries for Rank II parents jf their child is accepted by
missioner David Bland, for $132,000 for
south of the Gobo community
right."
teachers—those
with
making up a bed, the guy
master's June 12.
an alarm that would warn the staff if a
in Graves County on Sunday at
McBrayer said the new pumping gas, the kid selling
"As a regional service institution, we
degrees—range from $9032 in Knox
prisoner started climbing over a wall,
4:40 p.m.
_division in his department will minnows, it just reaches them
will notrefuse service to children based
_County to $10,613 in Anchorage_
_
And security hasbeen tightened - Alta* ---The-Yining man vras-W-We
basically do research and much quicker than any other
At the maximum level of experience soley on the parents" inability to
graduated in the class of 1978 Tate fled the prison. All inmates are
development and not interfere kind of manufacturing or
Rank II teachers receive a low of provide the enrollment fee," the
accounted for nine times in a 24-hour $11,015 in Estill County after 12 years spokesman said.
at Calloway County High
with the current promotion industrial dollar."
School in graduation exercises period.
tonight at Jeffrey Gym.
Survivors include his father
'and step mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lee Satterwhite of
Murray Route One; his
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON
mother, Mrs. Doyce Gregory
WASHINGTON
( AP) — The
Walker, Selma, Ala.; one
LOS ANGELES '(At) — NATO alliance must bolster
sister, Miss Melissa SatDespite predictions that the its military power to meet a
terwhite, one brother, Larry
lives of Vietnam prisoners of communist buildup that "far
one
step
Satterwhite,
and
Paula Mason
war could be left in shambles exceeds their legitimate
sister, Mrs. Robin Hayden,all
by bad memories, bitterness security needs," President
where friends may call.
of -Murray Route One;
Miss Mason. age 17, was grandparents, Mrs.' C. L. and anguish, the 300 POWs Carter says.
Addressing the opening
pronounced dead on arrival at (Della ) Satterwhite, Murray who gathered over the
weekend
showed
little
session
of a two-day NATO
the Community Hospital, Route One, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mayfield, after suffering Vernie
Sr., evidence of psychic scars. The summit meeting, Carter
Gregory,
only noticeable scars were pledged that the United States'
injuries in a one car accident Mayfield.
physical — a limp, a twisted "will play its part" in supon Kentucky 564 about a half
hand, a large blotch of scar plying conventional, tactical
mile south of the Gobo Comf
tissue from a bad burn.
nuclear and strategic armed
munity in Graves County on
forces.
Sunday at 440 p.m.
CHICAGO (AP) — Was
"Bluegrass Bluegrass," a
The young girl was to have
Frank
Walus a brutal Nazi
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
production
of
KET,
heads
an
graduated in the class of 1978
at the Marshall County evening of musical en- Gestapo agent who mer- Agriculture Department says
tertainment each Monday in cilessly killed Jewish women the average price of a oneCentral High School.
Survivors include her June at 9 p. m.(ET), 8 p. m. and children, or is he the pound loaf of white bread is at
parents-,--Mr.- and Mrs. Walter (CT ). Hand clapping and tee tragic victim of mistaken a three year high.
And the same loaf costs
Mason, and her grand- tapping are in order each identity?
U.S.
District
Judge
Julius
J.
nearly
12 cents more than in
Monday
as
the
best in
mothers, Mrs. Jessie Mason
and Mrs. Lava Burnett, bluegrass and country music Hoffman says he will rule on 1971 — the year before grain
that question today. If the exports to the Soviet Union
Kirksey Route . One; two is featured.
"Bluegrass Bluegrass" on Judge finds him guilty, Walus and other nations sparked
sisters, Mrs. Ronnie (Sandra )
Barnett, Murray Route eight, June 5 highlights the McLain faces a deportation hearing large price increases for
There was a man who lived by
There's a big depression.
and Mrs. Donald ( Brenda) Family Band, a tightly knit that could result in his return bread, the department says.
Smith. Mayfield Route Seven; group with.aliiimerous stage to Poland.
of
the
road
and
sold
hot
the
side
The foreign situation is terrible.
INTERNATIONAL
iwb brothers, harry Mason, presentation. Starting with
dogs.
LUBUMBASHI, Zaire (API intm
it.'AUSO
ner twin, and Mark Mason, performances in their living•
The domestic situation is
room, this family group has — Some foreign women and
Kirksey Route One.
He
sold
very
good
hot
dogs.
worse.
children have fled from the
Prices of stock of local interest ag
now played around the world.
noon, EDT, today, furnished le Mk
capital
of
rebel-threatened
He put up signs along the
The band includes Raymond
Whereupon the°father thought,
Ledger & Times by First al
K. McLain playing guitar; Shaba province, but others Corp.. of Murray,MINIhim:
highway and advertised in the
say
they'll
stay
as
long
as
"Well, my son's been to college,
Ruth McLain playing bass:
newspaper telling how good
Raymond W. McLain/playing Belgian troops are here to Industrial Avg
-1.311
he listens to the radio and
they were.
banjo and fiddle; Alice protect them.
Air Products
watches TV and he ought to
Several dozen -French Mark= MGM,
McLain
White. __playing
Mit one
He stood on the side of the road
Services for Mrs. Gertie mandolin; and Al White women afid children wore Agiladit
-44
know.
"
AMMON illisolsobs
OM -lei
Lane, 85, 1801 College Farm playing guitar..
flown out Sunday, a day after F0,0110/t
cried:
and
.
40.411mc
Road, Who died at .11-30 a.m.
GOINIIII Nisters..
So the father cut doWn
_
1103
/
41 +is
Following "Bluegrass 500 Belgian paratroopers. Gaiond
Tke
aPos -4s
dog,
Mister?"
at the Murray Calloway Bluegrass"
"Busia
hot
meat
and
bun
orders,
took
on Mondays this arrived from Kamina, 300 Goodrich
22 At
County Hospital, will be 2 p.m. June are a variety of musical miles to the northwest.
Heabisin
IRM
And people bought.
down his signs and cancelled his
20"
unc
Wednesday at Max Churchill specials. On June
But most of-the estimated McDonald'
5 at 10 p. m.
Sri -14
Funeral Home in Murray.
Pennwalt
newspaper ads and no longer
4,000
whites
in
Lubumbashi
.
Wm
uric
He increased his meat and bun
•(ET 9 p. m.(CT),"the C. M.
Pe ptic°
24%
Friends can call at the A. International Show," went about their business Pet
bothered to stand out on the
ill% +/
3
4
orders.
funeral home today at 3 p.m. hosted by Charley Pride calmly Monday, confident the quaker OIda
+114,
highway to sell his hot dogs.
11% +lb
Mrs. Lane wa.,s the widow of brings together young music Belgian army would prevent TIPP"
Texaco
He bought a bigger stove to
SI%
the late Andrew .1. Lane who stars from eight foreign another massacre of whites Wal-Mart
23% one
And his hot dog sales fell almosl
take care of his trade. 36% bid,a% ask
died June 30, 1970. She was a
like the one during the oc- Woody*
overnight
- - member of Nortliside Baptist
He-finally- golks-soh holtie
"The
Country
Massie cupation of Rolwezl, 150 miles
Church in Murray.
"You're right, son" the father
Association International to the northwest, by Katangan
from collegeto help him out.
Rev. Randolph Allen and
Show" features highlights of exiles from Angola two weeks
said to the boy.
Rev. A. M Thomas will ofBut then something happened.
the world-wide Fanfare ago.
ficiate the funeral Wednesday
"We certainly are in the middle
Celebration held in Nashville,
Federal State Market News Service May
Burial will be in Murray
His-son said, "Father, haven't
El. KHIAM, Lebanon i AP) 30, 1970
Tenn. each year.
of a great depression."
Memorial Gardens.
-- Norwegian peacekeeping Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
you been listening to the radio
Report Includes $Puy.ng Statheis
The deceased is survived by
troops are fortifying their Receipts Act 433 E. SIK..Rarrows 4
and watching TV?
three daughters, Mrs...lamesbase aunt), expecting a new Gilts $1.0141 50 Meter Soy s steady $1.0
man,
Pemedical
The Greek
Virginia4 ..CosSejt...14eitte
outbreak-I-of- fighting in-err
t• —Tor. .41.44 lere-t/senr-ritfurrfl•I''''
—
fiviklatterWhatiimilleft-r:We'lifte/~9trifitfare-of
in Nero s army, was the first to rtaihrteVelfffTrASTRTITIPOWIr-us
14100440the
20.54.0,y,
Turner, 802 N. 19th. Street, establish medical botany as an
„
thillk:Satnethifit
.— the
'141triay, and Mir. R. S.'Eifel 'applied science. In his "Ma- hippen soon," on °Millar add .sow
1417
1.41
.
111111.
1141
Mae) Kaiser of Tuscon, Ariz. teria Medics" he details the as squads of blond soldiers t1S 1-2 27040/1141.
A son Lee F. Lane of Calvert properties of about 600 medici- dug trenches in 88-degree heat tIir8
s13=r
i
SO 004440
City survives, as do nine nal plants and describes animal Monday and roofed them with usia MINIM
1144 044641
grandchildren and 15 great- products of dietetic and medici- metal arches covered by few lit"
US 24 MOO
13I
value
1.40.1111
nal
grandchildren
layers of sandbags.
&Win0
0.00.111111116110,ataia.•
Mr. John Ray.:mon Rayburn,
age 68, of 518 S. llth St.,
Murray, died this morning at
6:30 a. in. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Rayburn, who was born
July 13, 1909 in Calloway
was a retired
County
boilermaker.
He is survived by his wife,
Lorrine White Rayburn of the
'home address; one daughter,
Thomas (Bettye)
Mrs.
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn.;
one son, John Van Rayburn of
Nashville; and one sister,
Mrs. Edgar (Mary- Nell)
Shirley of Newport Richey,
Fla. Three grandchildren also
•
survive.
Mr. Rayburn was a member
of the 7th and Poplar Church
of Christ. He also held
membership in Woodmen of
the World and the Boilermaker's Union.
The family has requested
that any memorials be in the
form of donations to the
Calloway "
/
1
4ounty Cancer
Fund.
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of funeral
arrangements, which are
incomplete at this time.
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Display your own artwork ...

Paint original masterpiece in just ten simple lessons!
Did- you ever notice the
special decorator's touch
that original artwork can add
to- a- honle--en-v-i-rooment?
Now imagine the delight you
could add to your home decorating if the paintings hanging on your wails were

orisiralt —youc_urigiaals,roo vorite room_ "that personal
rmphacis haviever..is about $29.95._
touch." on !earning to use and handle
less!
Weber's "Teach Yourself
of
'
series
There's'a new
the brush and paints, provid- Oil Painting Course" makes
It's not such a far-fetched
idea: you no lon#er need teach-yourself kits available, Lute,and the new Websr Art- it easy to develop and ex- ists' Color Mixing Guide. press your own creative urge
years or training. with brush each a c
and palette to complete an oil while-you-learn set, featurThe retail price of each kit is and talent, even if latent. Repaintingthat you'll be proud ing ten full lessons taught
to sign and display, a painting step by step by a famous art
that will really give your fa- instructor.
They are called "Weber
Teach Yourself Oil Painting
Course." with six different
Popular subjects from whiclv
to choose.
A unique feature of these
sets is that you need not
know how to draw. The ten
jiLeacklet Are faintly
sketched in phantom images
on canvas boards and sketching papers provided, ready
for painting.
All you do is paint and
complete the pictures: utilizing your own individual style
in choice ofcolors: or following the easy step-by-step les- *Vinyl Floor Covering
sons detailed in an accompanying I6-page full-color,
Frames
•Picture
fully illustrated booklet.
The lessons are prepared
in- logical sequence so you
can practice and learn the
fundamentals of painting.
while still enabling you to express your own creative talents,

sults.ean be-as fast as over-,
nigh!!
"Weber TeaCh Yourself
Oil PaintingCourse:_sels are
available wherever fine artists' materials are sold.

By Dr. Michai
V ice-President
NAHB
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CREATE YOUR OS N MASTERPIECE!--Now it's easy
to become an artist with Weber's new 'Teach Yourself
Oil Painting Course." Each kit (six different subjects
available) includes ten faintly sketched drawings on
canvas hoards and sketching papers. reads for beginners to paint and complete while developing their own
creative talents. Drawing skills aren't needed: only desire for fun. relaxation, learnipg and a -reati‘e outlet.
•

Turn Dreams of a New—Home Into a Reality.....

THIS R0014
cause design
use to create
using it as g
Picking pull
color, she at
white of the
out the no-vi
accents to al

With a Home Loan Plan thatlits._
Your Individual Needs and at
that Right Rate!
Great savings today
on beauty and protection
for years to come!

For More
Information
Call

,
We

Noth
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By Dr. Michael Sumichrast
Vice-President
NAHB

v fast es over-

:act Yourself
)1111e.:,_Sels are
rever fine artare sold. _

or
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# "We have just had a record
housing. year in single family
sales,: We knew • That •19-77 *as
going to be a jp-eat year. It ended
up a fantastic year—both for
the re-sale market and for new
housing sales.
"Housing has contributed
enormously to the three-year
ecottorhiCreeovery. The share
of expenditures for new housing
has_risen by 84 percent. Housr
ofre
cict
s-Damma
ihare of tki
hevijafi
grossI
natir
pp inal
product increased to nearly 4
nt
in the first quarter of 1975.
[here will, however, be less
growth this year than in 1977.
Some of this change will be the
result of reduced housing pro7
:
duction.
:We expect this year that
the production-of single homes
will be forecast at 1.1 million
plus new units which is still a
very good year even -if it would
be a drop from 1977.
"This reduction in housing
production • should result in
somewhat better perfOrmance
for housing. Builders should be
able to get materials and deliveries more promptly.
"We must remember that we
have an economy which was able
to show g.teatrecovery after one
of the deepest recessions in our•
memory.

"We have a record number

of people working, close to 83 the lower level of inflows will be • Support -through borrowing
mortgage bulk and mortmillion, and we are continually offset somewhat by:
gage passthroughs an
from the Federal Home Loan
adding great numbers of people • Heavier support in the secinnovation. .
system,
ID the ranks of the smployccL_. _ dndary.markets through the • The ability of savings and
:Probably the bestreason
"Employment rose by 9.4
Federal National Mortgage
loan associations to tap for 'the Home Builders to leave
percent during this cycle, subAssociation.
capital markets through the Dallas Convention with
staally above the ..4 percent
average growth during the combined post war cycles. The current recovery thus far has been
the fastest in the last thirty years.
"I believe, therefore, that,we
are approaching 1978 with an
improved situation:
"I. We have been alerted to
credit changes; thus, builders
and buyers are better prepared
than ever before.
TROme builders are more
liquid today than last time
around. We had a good year.
"3. Not too much has been
built on speculation. The inventory situation is good.
"4. The economy is going to
grow„ Growth may be-somewhat
slower, but it will provide sufficient support for the slightly
smaller housing market.
"5. Americans know that a
house. is a good investment: It is
tangible, and they are prepared
to make that investment.
"6. Housing demand remains strong. More and more
people are reaching the home
buying stage. They are buying-and will continue to buy-houses. The level of demand
today is 30-40% higher than it
Vs during the 1960's.
"7. In the financial market,

Rt9SES

cautious optimism is that more
than ever before this is a sophisticated industry. responding better _and mnre itirk
changes in the economical
climate."

sesSaves
,•
More

-Central Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sunday 1-6

Prices Good
Wednesday Thru Sunday

MURRAY'S
22-INCH
Self-Propelled
MOWER
"2°2D5E2L
1

t.

GENUINE
REDWOOD
FURNITURE

Features 3.5-H P , easy start spin recoil, automatic choke, remote engine
control, front wheel dnve
and quick height adiusters Also includes chute
reflector and safety

iirwallstiose 32'' high Rocker,
28" Hoste;s Cart with 4
casters, Folding Chair,
large Settee, or 7-position
Folding Chaise Lounger All with tubular alum:
--- Mum f
- rames- -arid*
genuine
redwood
slats Truly beautiful outdoor Of

blind create one!

guard

pento.rumsture

JUST SAY

"CHARGE IT"

LUCITE"'.

WALL PAINT
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

747

GAL

No se no MOSS osat pont dross on only
I 2-hose Many colors to 'choose
Galax, cans

s

50-FOOT
GARDEN HOSE

IC

In-

:its
at

27

THIS ROOM HAD NO VIEW. Now nobody cares, because designer Peggy Walker used a trick anybody can
use to create one. She striped a Levolor Riviera blind,
using it as graphic background for modular seating.
Picking pp the cocoa of the velvet upholstery as a stripe
color, she added mushroom and chrome to the basic
white of the thin-slatted blind that lets light in, shuts
out the no-view. Live plants and red pillows add bright
accents to an otherwise muted scheme.

LUCITE®

OUTDO i' CHAIR
...folds for

REG
2as

ri

HOUSE PAINT

easy carrying...

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

GAL

House oara No 004sr, promon and
dram C onaasour Caws up *IN
wale, Wavle Only Gallon cans

Don't Move — Improve
Let Us Help You
We Plan & Install
•kitchens • Bathrooms*
• Addition* • Wallpaper I Paint
•Rusoo Super Seal
Storm Doors &Insulating Windows Guoronteod 20 years

We aro yaw ormorgy saving headquarters

GARDEN

HAND'TOOLS

BRASS

PISTOL

HOSE NOZZLE

NOZZLE

LITE-GLO
WINDOW SHADES
ROSES

toy" 04
Is
ow
,
s,

Ned Is Kerrey Drive-hi
Phone 153-4121
Nothing Beats Reliability In Product Or People

REG
59i

EA
V

Sturdy chrome nozzle
sloadord COU01931

Fits

Brass nozzle to fit

couplings

standard

SPECIAL 266
PRICE
Translucent vondove shades or
easy-care vinyl Mounted on silent
eett-lubncatirtg adiust-o hp mile,
Ina-,e WhIte orgy
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Lawrence Peabody,
A.S.1.D., internationally renowned product and interior
designer with homes and offices in Denmark, New
Hampshire, New York and
Haiti. lent his unique creative
flair to a light and airy yet
sophisticated apartment.
The highlight of this
luxurious living room, designed by Lawrence Peabody, A.S.I.D.. is his blend
of exotic and elegant
_wailcovering _designs with
the natural look of rattan and
wicker, Haitian cotton and
lush tropical plants,-accented
with pieces from a collection
of primitive art.
The elegant floral wallcov-

ering, "Capriccio," from the
"Galleria" collection by
General Tire, provides* colorful backdrop for the simple,
lines and natural colors of the
furnishings from the Larry
Peabody Collection by
Creole Wicker.
As Peabody explains this
design, he wanted to use
richness and pattern in one
area, counterpointed with
natural colors and objects in
other areas. "For me," Peabody- acknowledged, Ws-n
very new and exciting design
koncept."

look of expensive papers and
the durable "livability" of
easy to careltir
Combined with the ease of
modular furniture, which can
be arranged to suit any mood
or purpose, this room becomes a versatile,elegant living area.

As Lawrence Peabody
sums up, he was inspired by
the hand-printed richness
and distinctive designs in
General Tile' ""Galleria"
collection to create a special
living space . . . beautiful
interiors to provide people
The appeal of these hand- - with a background and natusome wallcov.erings is ral environment for beautiful
enhanced by the hand printed living.

It's that time of the year
again to refreshen and
revitaliie your home!

A Touch Of
Nostalga
From Pickens!

Pickens
Plumbing, Electrical And
9„, Arcadia Lighting/tip*
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Be it just a new chair or lamp, or a complete
renovation, visit Enix interiors for the best in
furnishingEM expertise;and in service.
Our design staff con help you on big or little
decorating problems, just call on us soon.

Make Your List Now. . .
•Corpet—Thampooing, Cleaning and Soil Extraction
Supervised
Trained Help
Insured For
Your Protection

*Heavy Housecleaning
*Vacuuming
*Cleaning Floors—Stripping and Waxing
*Window Washing

Carpet• Wallpaper
Draperies• Bedspreads
Decorative Widow Shades• Lamps
Quality Furniture • Accessories

You Will Find It All At

Ask about our"Turn Key" service for your vacation home

•

Surprising Low Cost
Industrial
Offices

Motels
Commercial

Marimik Janitorial Service
1105 Arcadia(Olympic Plan)Iftwviry 759-1176 753-7753

The Exciting Store

Ast

NY SIMON
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Happy return to hearth and home
Bc it ever sh Tudor, ranch given nse to an amazing new
styli or modern, penthouse selection of "specialty"
of situdin.—LOWnhollSe or appliances that will help the
—iiker to serve a meal
farm—there's still no place homen
like home! Good living in for family and guests with
POO definitely -means- good---exceptional grace-and flair.
times spent in and 'about the
Even the current recipe fahome.
vorites reflect this happy re• The new trend both for turn to the days of artful
singles and families is a re- home living, turning yesterturn to the hearth for day's practical casseroles
entertaining, relaxing, play- and easy-to-fix main dishes
ing, creating and just plain into delights that- are as atenjoying all the privileges to tractive to serve as they are
be found jn one's "own cas- delicious to eat.
tle."
Budget-conscious cooks
Consumer trends reveal
may gill be preparing econthat there's a market boom
--bappenitilion the home front. omy meals; but ItieY're- addn g that extra touch of
,People are investing more
-Bon ever in home furnishings parsley. seasoning or sauce
and decorating accessories, to turn "Sloppy Joe's" into
convenience appliances of delightful "Dapper Dan's!"
On the home decorating
every sort, and home
scene, there's never been a
entertainment products designed to inform, amuse, wider selection of lovely furniture, carpeting, wallcoverbeautify and individualize
ing, accent pieces, art rethe home lifestyle.
productions and new creFor example. "dining in"
ations for the homeowner to
or having gqests over for dinner are no longer just routine - choose from in planning a
true dream decor.
affairs. The tine art of dining
with,true gourmet flair is
Of special interest to toprobably one of the most
day's home decorator are the
popular new interests of
many new "project kits"
•
couples everywhere.
available, giving everyone a
chance to put a little part of
This new "hobby" of
himself right into the home
gourmet home dining has
environment—whether it's
in a custom-built floor underSHORT SUBJECT
foot, a crafted table at hand. When you disconnect a- or a painting looking down
corrl from a wall outlet, from the walls signed to cerdon't pull the cord — pull tify its owner's pride in the
the plug. Pulling the cord home domain!
..., can b_reak the wire connec— ..Good living quite-naturally
tion, which can eventu- inchide's all the —extras,
ally cause a short.
large and small, which make

the home as fun and
entertaining as it can possibly
With all the new advances
made in home entertainment
to sotithe the senses —
highest quality sound, perfect picture selection and
control, electronic games to
stimulate—it's ,no wonder
that people are finding more

and more reasons to stay at
home!
192&ta tht_beit.year
yet for good living in every
area, in every sense. And the
liesrof alt the new good lire
has to offer is the fact that
you don't have to wander far
in search of its pleasures.
They're right behind your
own front door!

11 Years Eiperience

t4& 6 COMPLETE GLASS
Tub 8 Shower Enclosures- Storm Doors 8 Windows
Plate Gloss - Window Gloss - Mirrors
losuicited-Class -Auto Glass - Store Fronts

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray
502-753-0180

ete
in

Ice.

Featuring the following lines of appliances...
4 X8

el./is-Zero Built-In Refrigerators S. Freezers
Kitchen-Aid DW's-Compectors-Disposers-Mixers
r•Thennederleitt-in Ovens-Cook Tops - Micro Wave Oven
....Corning Smooth Top Ranges
Ronson-Built-In Mixers

Lavon

Paneling
425

•Merillat

PER

SHEET
WE
YOUBELIEVE WE CAN SAVE
•
AIONEY,ON
AND DOORS
WINDOIVS
FOR YOUR
NEW
NONE

'Quaker Maid

753-1713

Associs 1235..Lumber
-

753-5712

.-- Scotsman komakers
.-- Bury .S.S. Sinks
v.Decor Convertele Cook Top IL Grill
p--Trodewind Hoods & Ventilators - Can Openers - Toasters
Gamble • Chopping Blocks

*Easy Credit
Terms
*Free Deanery
*Say Today,
Wash Tomorrow

pid& Eel

We Service
What We
Sell!
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The grass will always be greener
The grass will certainly be
gYeener on your side Of the
fence when you discover the
yclar-cound -beauty,- easy toinstall and easy-care attributes of grass carpeting for
outdoor living. An ordinary
concrete slab patio becomes
a green oasis, creating a cool
ambience for relaxing and
entertaining.
Mow no snore
The ho-hum of gardening
vanishes with the hum of the
lawn mower when grass carpeting-ix -extended-WmV —
garden area to-surriaiind
flowers and plantings. The
urfacing tends to inhibit the
growth of weeds. eliminates
hoeing and provides soms GRASS CAN BE "PLANTED" where it never planned
to grow. Carpeting a concrete slab patio with
extra leisure hours.
Made of.-Polyloom"Il ole- "Polyloom" II grasslike surfacing Creates an aurae•
fin fiber. Playfield Industries' the, ever-green, and easy-care area for year-round
pleasure. The Play field eat-pet comes in Lawn green, a
carpeting is insect free, milbright, spring green,or Verde green,a deeper shade.
dew, rot and stain resistant.
Best of all, it carries a five• Keeping the surface clean
year warranty against failure
many di -it-yourself projects.
or fading in sunlight—a nice and fresh -looking is simple
Wooden cubes can be covguarantee that the beauty of —wash it down with the gar- ered to provide extra, inexyour patio Will be intact for den hose! Vacuum it to pick
pensive patio seating. The
up small particles, or rake it
the future.
covered cubes can also be
when the leaves start to fall.
used for elevating plants for
Cool look,cool touch
Grasslike carpeting is ideal
decorativ
e effects. An allfor desert areas where grass
Easy to install, artificial
weather dartboard can be
is hard to grow. The carpetgrass carpeting is widely
crafted with--a can of spray
available in 6- and 12-foot ing adds a patch of greenery
paint and a little patience.
which creates a cool mood
widths. A utility knife and
and
remains
Preto pal!
cool under foot
appropriate adhesive—one
when the sun is hot. In cold
recommended by your local
For the pet in your life, a
carpet or hardware dealer climates grass-covered
placemat for his eating stapatios can be swept free of
—will get the project under
tion, a Ind for the kitty litter
way. Once the adhesive has snoW easily. Envision a
pan or a home-made scratchbeen applied-6-i he concrete green vista from the family ing post
turns a tiger into a
room
fireside
in mid-winter!
and the grass is evenly in
pussycat every time.
place. a lawn roller helps to
For yourself. your grassPiece together projects
make a good bind - between
covered patio presents you
the adhesive and carpet backLeft-over pieces of grass
with the niftiest practice puting.
• carpeting can be used for ting green in town!

Ins!
redi
DO YOU ENJOY TELEVISION
But have poor reception and only a few channels to
witch? Hove you
been wondering about or been given a high price
on a new antenna, am_
_
pilfer system or tower? —
If you'll call us we'll be glad to answer any questions you
might have
concerning ways to improve your televison reception
and selectivity
along with the cost involved. We guarantee superior
quality and know
how at a lower price.

(R.Iletjvii
live in the
White House?
Or the grey house... or the yellow? Choose the color you want,
then come to us for a home improvement loan. We agree with
you. A freshly painted home is
a good investment because it
improves the value of your

INSTALL A FIREPLACE

14

THE

property. And you enjoy the
benefits while you pay back the
loan in easy payments. Come in
today, fill out your home improvement loan application, and
find out why people call us
The Willing Bank.

eeS.
rting

Gas Barbeque
Grills
Wiwi/42V~

Olympic Plaza

Murray,Ky.

753-4150

Your headquarters for Fireplaces, Fireplace Accessories, Wood Stoves, Gas
Grills and now Rid-O-Ray Electric Bug Killers.

"0 WV144110101,1114$0.1•64
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The ceiling. Homeowners know it's there, but
don't pay much attention
to it until the plaster
cracks or its paint blisters
or peels.
But that's the point,
says Johns-Manville, who
believes homeowners expect their ceilings to be

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
'Appliances Are Our Only Business!

virtually maintenance-

According to J-M,a leading manufacturer of home
building and remodeling
materials, installing a suspended ceiling in the
kitchen den, livingroom,
family room, attic or basement, will not only help reduce the cost and aggravation of ceiling repair
and maintenance, but enhances the appearance of
those rooms.
That's because fiber
glass lay-in panels, used
with suspended ceilings,
have an attractive vinyl
surface which is tough
and durable: it won't
crack, blister, dent or peel,
and is easily cleaned with
soap and water.
In addition, fiber glass
ceiling panels help cut
year-around fuel costs, as
fiber glass is an insulator
that resists heat flow in
and out of the home. This
keeps rooms warmer in
winter and cooler in summer.
Even further thermal
protection can be gained
by laying thermal insulation batts on top of theceiling panels.
Consequently, installing
a suspended ceiling is often the best solution to
lowering old fashioned

HOWARD CV anti MIK SifiS,OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

INSTALLING A SUSPENDED CEILING with Whisper
tone!) fiber glass lay-in panels from Johns-Manville
is often
the best solution for lowering old-fashioned high
ceilings
or hiding ugly wiring, pipes, duets or cracked
plaster. No
more than three inches of ceiling height need
to be lost
and access to the old ceiling is easy. And, J-M
Whispertone
fiber gla. ceiling panels serve as an insulator to
resist the
flow of heat, keeping the home comfortable
all Tear long.
Even further thermal protection can be gained
by laying
thermal insulation baits on top of the ceiling
panels.
high ceilings or hiding
pipes, ducts, wiring or
cracked plaster.
Either way, the homeowner doesn't have to lose
more than three inches of
ceiling height, access to
the old ceiling is easy, and
maintenance problems are
all but a thing of the past.
Moreover, Johns-Man-

vine suspended ceilings
are designed for the homeowner to install without
protesaiomil help.
For information on
Johns-Manville's line of
residential ceilings or indtilating batts, write JohnsMan rille, Box 5705RP,
Greenwood Plaza, Denver.
Colo. 80217.

PHONE 753-1586

OUR FINEST BUILT-IN
POTSCRUBBER II
DISHWASHER
sitrokSe •

• Spacious Interior
• Sound Insulated
• Quiet PermaTuf'
Interior
• Dial-A-Level'
Upper Rack
•6-Cycle Wash Selection
Including Power Scrub'
Cycle
• High Temperature Wash &
Rinse

nique kr Western Kentucky

• Power Saving Drying
Option

Create Your Own individual
Decor With the Latest In
Custom Made Cultured Marble

Now featuring
Textured Marble
*Bathtubs
- *Vanity Tops
- tr:Kitchen counters
*Wall Panels
*Fireplace Sets
*Furniture Tops
*Complete Shower Units
You name it — WeW make it
with

disposal'

"QUALITY THAT WILL PLEASE"

Murray Appliance

Thornton Tile
& Marble

Has A Builder Plan That Is Simple and
All
*Free Delivery
*90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months.To Pay

*Service The Sam

Day!haul.
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PERFECT BEDSIDE COMPANIONS, vinyl walleoverings
from United DeSoto's Romantic Bedrooms collection wrap
• plain room in spring bouquets. Color dances on walls and
ceiling with selection of "cuinivere"' as main pattern.
"Lady in It'aiiting" repeats the floral pattern in striped
miniature to emphasize architectural detailing of moldings
and window alcove.

NOM

'Bedroom blues may be
cured with decorating"Bedroom blues" may be
to blame if you often get
out of the wrong side of
bed. Colors and patterns
can have a strong, often
subconscious effect on
moods.
While most people find
blue a restful and calming
color, other people find it
too cold and depressing
for bedroom decor.
Here are a few guide'lines for creating the "bedroom a/ your dreams"

Flowering

Start with a basic color
you like, and develop a
total color scheme for the
room with harmonizing
and contrasting color
accents.
Complete "WARDROBE
FOR YOUR WALLS" decorating ideas, with instructions for measuring
and hanging wallcoverings, are in a new booklet
available for 50 cents from
United DeSoto, 3101 South
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago,.
Illinois 60623

Spin Trim
(4 only)

APPLE TREE

Reg ,4986

Fruit
Trees
sIlet

2P322

$2900

Big K

Potting
Soil
$177

25 Lbs

Virgo
Fertilizer
25 lbs.

6-10-4
Reg.$3.99

$299
Oti FURNITURE? BE BOLD WITH PATTERN. The
bold floral design of "Mats Hari" (in alcove) splashes
walls with color for • striking attention-focus. Companion
stripe "The Vamp" is showr? on bed platform and built-in
headboard. Both prepasted. strippable vinyl patterns arc
available in three vibrant color schemes in the Romantic
Bedrooms collection from I nired-DeSoto.

°Emirs
REFINISHING 6 CUSTOM 8U111 FURNITURE

tissi

1,415

Custom Built Furniture
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Solifi Bross Hardware
Also
Custom SW It Kitchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
mum.%

Now

Marble
Chips
$166

40 lb.
Reg.$1.88

Tomato
Trees
VEG Now $11

Replaci
Pat
thair

Chaise

9-9 Mon-Sat.
1-6Sunday
49/ RP, {

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
Limit Rights Reserved Equal Opportunity Employe

MET SKTION
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TDOOR SALE
Gallon

Assorted

Assorte
Shrubs

Trees

ibage

1:311ed
in
Green.

Pan

Reg $1.97

Reg.$4.93

$500

p

$397

00

NOW

Assorted

Trees

Flowering

Potted

Fruit
Trees
$
113
%

TREE

Reg.
$5.44

Room where pretty
and practical meet

$437
Flowering

Dogwoods
Reg.$2.00

Patio Table

22

NOW
$
100
EACH

Steel Mesh

Virgo
10-10-10

Fertilizer
10 lb
Reg $3.54

Lawn
Chairs
Reg

Now

D6

$6.66

$600

$300

Tomato
Trees -

PERFECT BLEND OF PRETI1 AND PRACTICAL—
The "Fun Room" by interior decorator Ems' Leeser is
the perfect combination ofcasual elegance and practical comfort,from the deep-cushioned seating platform
to dig perky Roman plaid shades to the striking pattern of its easy-care GAFSTAR Brite-Bond floor from
GAF in the beautiful Santa Lucia pattern.

Living room, playroom.
neat room, chaos!—that
seems to be the general pattern for today's home layout.
This separation does have
its advantages, keeping one
fOOM spotless (almost to the
point of being untouchable!)
for entertaining guests while
the-family hides away and relaxes day-to-day in the middle of toys, projects, and
Rover's bones.
It's not such a bad idea, in
essence, but what if you'd
like to entertain your guests
on a more informal, relaxed
basis—and still get away
from the clutter of the "rec
room wreck" for a more
pleasant environment?
Interior. designer EmyLeeser has come*up with the
perfect solution to this problem of guest toom/play room
with her -Fun Room," especially geared for families that
do more socializing and
entertaining in the home?The theme is comfort.
function and multi-purpose
use, blending easy-going accents with attractive styling
-for a room that families and
their guests can always
enjoy. •
Decorative and yet practi- cal, all elements in the "Fun
Room" can be easily built or

self-installed.
Easy to build seating platforms form a conversation/
play area. Built-in wall units
house everything from books
to a TV-, radio, stereo and
film equipment.
The waifs of the "Fun • •
Room" are covered in easyto-care-for linen in a soft,
Soothing beige.
Complementary plaids in
orange, beige and white in
the cushions and Roman
shades bring out the beautiful
white and beige found in the
striking Santa Lucia floor tile
design of GAF's'CAFSTAR
Brite-Bond.
The lovely Sanua Lucia
flooring is a snap to install
thanks to its Sure-Silk adhesive backing. an it's as practical as it is attractive—no
need to worry about spills in
this room! The Brite-Bond
floor will wipe sparkling
clean in seconds.
Accent with plants,.a few
pretty wall hangings, bamboo lamp and tables for coffee and cookies and you have
the perfect blend of pretty
and practical in _e home
entertainment area—a place
where your guests can feel as
relaxed as the rest of the fam- •
ily, yet a place still attractive
enough to make everyone
feel just a little hit special'

97
Now

-101Wnent
41-

Pads
$1 97
Chair

$397
Chaise

,pping Center

Free Parking
Fqual Opportunity Employer

Murray, Ky.
753-8in

FROM THE LAND OF COFFEE 1.0% ERS, Svtefiert.
comes the unique "Iti.offi" service with a Vacuum Jug
for making perfectly delicious, piping hot coffee—and
keeping it that way! Retail Price 1118.95—it will save
yOU a fortune in coffee that used to go dovin the drain.
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Pickens
Home Of
Aquarius
Modular Tubs
With 5 Yr. Guarantees

•Plumbing
•Electric
•Lighting
A LIN ELI VIL W.A LLCOVEHI NC,
with a
zest to a dull kitchen with scarred cabinet coordinated soffit by imperial brings new
lot cheaper than new cabinet fronts. It's fronts. The walleovering is more fun and a
also
*airfares, and since both designs are pre-pasted,easier to keep clean than plain painted
applying them yourself is an easy task.

Some dollars andsense ways
to creative improvements

If the idea of taking on
a hefty home improvement loan gives you the
willies, its time you learn
what today's great wallcoverings can do.

Starting small
Admittedly, a wallcovering cannot stand in for a
new roof. But it'll no doubt
surprise you how much
else it can do.
So before you raise -theroof, knock down walls,
put in more windows, or
whatever, check these
ideas from the Wallet:1,1/ering industry Swam.They,
can save you a pretty
penny.
You can turn most any
architectural minus into
a plus with the pattern
power of wallcoverings.

dramatic design. Or try a
border at ceiling level, to
break the height.
If .the, ceilings are too
low, use a wall design that
leads the eye upward.
Such as a vertical stripe.
Give an all-white, outdated bath a new lease on
life with a fabulous vinyl
wallcovering. Go all out
with color- and pattern in
this room where you spend
relatively little time.
Vinyl wallcoverings are

also a must in an outdated
kitchen. They can really
banish the kitchen blues.
Also consider masking
scarred or dull cabinet
fronts with a terrific vinyl
pattern.
Cover ugly pipes and
ducts to match the walls.
They'll "vanish" into the
walls right before your
eyes. Small patterns are
easiest to work with for
this purpose.

WAKE IN JOHN
I SMELL SMOKE!
;:er-41/1
_
If you were to have a fire in your home tonight would you be able to
get your family out and call for help in time to assure only minimal
damage to your precious possessions.?
If your not sure, listen to our offer. For less than $10 per month, your
family and home could be protected by a wireless, automatic fire alarm
system, which at the first traces of smoke would wake you from spllep
while at the some time call for help over your existing telephone, thus
assuring your total attention to the evacuation of your family.
For Free Estimates Call
Murray Electronics & Security
•

Where Do You Go For:

*Carpet
*Paneling
*Vinyl Flooring
*Wallpaper

Creative eft*er-up
Be it dormer walls, structural beams, or uneven
and oddly placed windows
that irritate you, they can
be handled with a small,
„ all-over design. And if you
use matching fabric for
curtains, those funny looking windows will blend
right into the wall.
Got too many doors?
Make them less conspicuous by covering them to
match the walls.
Room too dark? Then
bring in the sun With a
really bright walicovering.
Perhaps a daisy-sprinkled
pattern. Or a buttercupyellow shiny vinyl,
Atime-phere
Use dark colors, prominent patterns on all walls
if your problem is a too
large room. This will "close
in" the room. Good design
choices: ornate tree-of-life
and tapestry designs.
To cool a southern exposure room,consider the icy
gleam- of silver loll. And
bring coziness of a north .ern exposure room with
calico or gingham patterns in dark browns, yellows, orange. Or choose a
damask or flocked design
In some rich color, if you
want something more formal.
'Down to earth
-Too high callings won't
look as lofty If you treat
them to a dark- color Or

753-3436

—NOME CENTER1Inc.
In "The Village"

Carpet Warehouse
Paneling

Vinylonng
Home Center, Inc. For The Besluy!
,
In "The Village"(Across From Dunn's FurniTure) 753-0707
101111.1.101.11110.004~10 ..
02111
.
111
„101
-11111111111111111MINM
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oc TREAS BUILDING CENTER•THE ANSWER STORE•TREAS BUILDING CENTS!
•-

Now, NoW,Itow!
As Close As
!
a Your Phone!

SAVE $100

6-hp

FOR THE LOWEST PRICE/
ON KITCHEN CABINETS BY
IMPERIAL CALL TREAST FIRST!
"4E1

TREAS

0
II
Ir

Z
ag
t.J
CD

Riding Mower
Contoured styling
encloses the engine for
-a quiet ride. Fivespeed transmission.
Color-ceded-vontrois.
.
Wide-30-inch mower
with adjustable cutting height, 1- to 4
inches.

Service After
The Sole

BUILDING

John Deere
tills deep, backs
away from fences
Wide turbo tines on heavy duty 34- and
6-1ip
mix and mulch thoroughly to a 7-inch depth. tillers
deep, fine seedbeds and save hours of hoe Prepare
work in
your garden.A reverse gear lets you back
away from
fences or tight spots without difficult lifting
and
ning. Forisafety you must hold,the reverse turdown while backing — release it and all action lever
See us today for a John Deere Rotary Tiller. stops.

Murray Lawn & Garden
Center

200E Main
753-336 I

FREE DELIVERY
CHECK OUR PRICES

IS

LARGE SAVINGS ON

0

Treas Has A Toll Free Number
Just for You; 159-4026.

ot

NOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

TREAS BUILDING CENTEL

CENTER

If You Don't
Need This...

1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

THEY'RE
HERE!
New-from-the-grass-up
lawn and garden tractors from
Massey-Ferguson.

• Unique new "Modular Mower" eliminates skips and
reduces scalping.
• New "quick-change" attachment feature saves time.
•Your choice of either a side or rear discharge mower.

Then You Need
Adequate Wiring
MP
Massey Ferguson

•8, 12, 14, 16 and powerful twin cylinder 16 hp models
Your Power Choice, Plus"
Memory
"
The ME Hydra-Speed hydrostratic drive "with a memory" means
easy machine control with the ME 1650. Key ignition electric start.
Select the speed you want and set the "memory stop". Maneuver
where you want,no gears, no clutches; return precisely to your pre-set
working speed. Got 48" wide mowing plus power for gardening and
snow handling.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Road

753-1319

Backed by MF parts, plus personalized
service and financing.

Ad

equate Wiring For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity. If the wiring system isn't
big enough to carry your home's full electrical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of inadequate
wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances heat
slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptoms, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible.
Usually, this is a major undertaking, so deal with a reputable
electrical contractor.

- Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

153-6312
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SUMMER-FLOWERING BULBS/ Their Plantin
g

Rapala, tuberous
(earioin colors)
Acidanthera
(white)

"elk
is oar
%was

P111011111

MOM

is edam

iv wren

Safely

24

34

12

1

Shoos
Start inaion in Mo
s_401 sett. •
moisture
Sun or port shade

4-6

Aleist-toif •

Anemone
(various colors)
Gallo lily
(yellow, white)
Dahlia
(various colors,
except blue)
Galtortia
(white)
Gladiolus
(various colors)

48-36 -1

4

15-60

6

(white, red,
yellow, orange
and pink)
PrIontbretia
if tense colors)
Oxalis
(pink, lavender,
yellow)
Ranunculus
(various colors)
Tigridia
(bright shades)

.

livA V

1-1
! Sun

244i

4-6

44

bnllianl

Full sun
Plant every 2 weeks
for succession of

bloom
.3taw 24-48 Sea or shade, according
as Asp
to variety Good
alai*
drainage. Choose for
of blab
succession of bloom
3-4
3-4 Sun
-

15-24

44
2-2

CLARENCE
CLEARANa

leofmold in soil
Sun or port shade
Any soil

2

18-24

Clean-up
Clearance

/OP
4102111.

Idt;moist soil best

1

/MIR

Moisture, good soil
Sun
Heavy feeders, odd
manure and fertilizer

- 24-34

44

4-9

from fi
an unlir
sizes as
.de.ne.4

Sun, well.
drained soil
'1241 - ibode •

12-20

WM

Sumi

A

11

•

24-48

13 '

61.1P•lag
Conditions

AM.

11-24
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Sun,

Sale

Va

well-Maned soil

44 'Stet
Ught 1111;.waier before

It's the Magnavox Clean-up Clearance Sale with Magnavo
x's_
Clarence C. Clearance bringingifbira clean sweep of savings
on our entire Magnavox line. We're clearing out our
Magnavox stock to make room for next year's models.-You
can "clean-up" with terrific savings on new current models,
demonstrators, floor samples, discontinued models
one-of-a-kinds, and more! Hurry over now to the sale with,
savings that will sweep you off your feet!.

and during flowering

Special Prices
On Case Mowers
Plus
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Model 4310

C.

...with Automatic Fine Tuning, will bring
you an accurately tuned picture on any
channel UHF or VHF. Other features include the Precision In-Line Tube System
for brilliant color and a highly reliable,
energy-saving 100 percent solid-state
chassis.

•
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of the

3699
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are

Ill

*Monthly
Payments
The.CASE Mod 80 is a brand new riding
mower with a yard full of high, performance features:
• v Easy access controls
iv Single lever travel control
✓ Totally enclosed engine
• Turf saver tires
• Electric Start
•Tow-behind attachment hitch.
And now you can catch what you cut absolutely free! Better hurry, frbe bagger is a
liMited time offer

J I Case
A Tenneco Company

Outdoor Power Equipment Division

503 Walnut St

690 Bays
Same As
Cash

model 4526 • IllediterrasesekyMog

2995

Complete with Automatic Fine Tuning, this
beautifully crafted Magnovorwill bring you accurately tuned pictures on any channel-UHF or
VHF. The also have a Super Bright Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pictures, plus a
highly reliable 100 percent solid-state chassis.
Fine furniture styli.g, too. Exceptional valueseven without these special savings!

Model 1725 will delight you with its performance
features.. and its low price-Stereo Am-FM tuneramplifier-built-in 8-track playerrecorderautomatic changer with dust cover)-plus 1-way
tuned-vent speaker for rich, full bass.

24995

.CLAYTON'S
(Formedy JAB Music)

McKeel Equipment rav
C
o. Inc.

*Bank
Financing

153-3062

753-7575

Dixieland Center,
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Summer flowering bulbs—a delight for gardeners
from four to twelve inches in
Summer flowering bulbs anemone, the St. Brigid and
bulb for rock gardens. and mauve and white, all with a planted in the fall. two-to.
the de Caen classifications
from Holland ismoade._ sack
-along borders: its two-inth -bright yellow Throat and a three itiehes deepiare
excellent -as cut flowers AiliTreY
a-two4o.
tercan be used anyan unlimited range of shapes,
wide flowers on twelve-to- three-cornered black spot at three inches apart in almost
where in the garden. Their
sizes and colors that no gar- alone, in a mixed arrangeeighteen
inch
stems
bloom
in the base of each petal.
ment, or as accents in rock
any soil. They can be left unstriking beauty will create a
dener -need want---for
red, yellow.. blue, purple,
The sparaxis should be
disturbed for years.
focal point in beds, along a
brilliant. interesting and un- gardeorf ancTiiixed borders.
Their colors range from
hedge or fence•or against a
usual flower garden during
purple to white with shades
dark background of everthe.long.hot days of summer. of
blue, red and rose In begreens.
There are so many differtween. The two-to-three inch
Lilies should be planted in
ent varieties that will bloom
soil that is made up of at least
from mid-June through Sep- -.blossoms on stems as high as
LAL—I
tember that space will not eighteen inches are conver- "one-third organic matter—
sation pieces and will do well
peat moss or leaf mold.
allow a description of all of in
full sun or part shade, 5-10-5 fertilizer should A
them.
be
blooming from late June
spread evenly around the
Here are five, all exotic through
August.
plants and watered early in.
and colorful whether in the
Anemone tubers should be
the spring_ and again-4w0.
garden or in vases decorating
- If you live or were alone and were to have a serious medical emergensoaked in cold water four to
months later.
the home.
six hours before planting and
could you get kelp in time, when every precious tnoment counts?
cy,
The ranunculus will prOne of the less familiar is the
soil should be watered
vide additional splashes of
the acidanther.a, a
Our experience in the alarm field has helped us put together a system
color to those sheltered,
delicately -scented pure regularly for a week to ten
days after they have been
protect you and your love ones from every being unable to obtain the
to
sunny
spots
in
garden.
the
white blossom with maroon
planted.
They are bright, vibrant,
splotches at the center.
emergenc
y response required in such a situation.
Lilies (Lilium) offer the
multi-colored flowers with
The flower is four inches
gardener
a
selectiop
of"many
For lass than $10 per month, you could have on emergency response
double or setni-double blosWide and grows on an
soms in lovely shades of yeleighteen-to-twenty-four inch different varieties and a
system
in your home which would summon professional help, by simply
blooming
period which below, orange, scarlet, crimstem. Its foliage resembles
gins
in
July
and
son,
continues
and
pink
white.
activatiny
wireless devices located throughout your home including a
the gladiolus and it blooms
through the fall.
They should be planted in
from late July into October.
which you could carry with you at all times.
Their colors cover the
well-drained soil and covered
Acidantheras are excellent
spectrum: orange, crimson,
0)
with sand and soil. A mulch
in a bed of mixed summer
yellow. lavender, pink,
of peat should be applied in
bulbs or along borders,and
AL'
I)
brown and pure white. They
April or May.
are superb for cutting.
will
grow
a%
tall
as
eight
Dutch
The
feet
sparoxis
is
The summer_ flowsung_
A
- with-froWe s That mea
perfect"- suMirier ITO-C
vering
-

IF I COULD
ONLY GET TO THE
TELEPHONE

wit

For Further Details Call
Murray Electronics & Security

153-3436

Paint-Up, Clean-Up, Fix-Up
Get Everything
_You Need from
ifitirray Su

Co., Inc.

208 E. Main
S I . '
is representative of the eaut%
and exotic shapes of Dutch summer flowering bulbs.
Aridanthera, anemone, (lahlias% gladiolus, lilies,
ranunculus and sparaxis will make any garden come
alive during the hot days ofJuly and August.

Jim Martin Paints
Acrylic Latex

When the system detects an intrusion or
smoke, it immediately relays a signal to the station from which security
personnel notify police or
fire departments.
The system is prevented
from disrupting normal
family activity by a personal code tapped out on
a series of keys.
Another more elaborate
system actually senses the
presence of intruders by
means of ultrasonic waves
This same system can also
detect when secured doors
and windows are opened

For Your Plumbing
and Electrical Needs
See

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing and Electric
205 N. 4th St.

J53-51102

Acrylic Latex
Flat Wall

House
Paint

Home security systems
are a sound investment
According to the National Home Improvement
Council, security systems
for the home continue to
enjoy popularity among
the nation's homeowners.
Some excellent crime
and fire deterrent security systems have been developed and are currently
doing a brisk business on
the market.
Generally smaller than
the average stereo component, these units include provision for both
fire and burglar alarms
tied in with a local central station.

753-3361

Paint
log. MO gal.

Bag.
811.11S

$995

$695

gel.

gal

6 Foot
Wood

20 Foot
Aluminum Extension

Step
Ladder

Ladder
Reg.'66.98

Reg

2O.48'

$4995

$14
62

Asserted Sizes

Paint
Brushes

9"

Roller &
Pan Set
R., $199

'277
Froost14'
(Prices Good Thru June 8, 1970

••

A boy's room that keeps working'round the cloc
k
Boys' rooms are bound to
take a lot of rough and nimble
play from your son's activities — practicing the latest,
football tactics and
skateboard manuevers. So
its a gooct idea to give-IiiM as
much floor space as possible.
That's why buak beds are the
-most sensible and practical
choice.

Bunk beds are ideal for
overnight guests, too, but at
the most they Only - Make
room for one additicinal person. For unexpected cornpan_ya or w,he.ti youx_san.
wants to have more than one
friend sleep over, a downfilled sleeping bag is just the
answer.

If youltave two-sons sharing a room, the. bunk beds
will give both of them plenty
of floor spaee and a feeling of
pnvacy for studying or sleeping.

It will be comfortable in
central heating as well as for
outdoor camping, rolls up
into a small space for storage,
and takes up little space on a
camping trip.

,

This functional bedroom is
done in attractive "masculine- colors. The predomtnantly blue and green plaid',
carpet, with yellow accent,
coordinates with the-thin slatblinds to establish the color
theme.
Camel-colored down comforters add an additional
color accent that harmonizes
with the basic scheme.
Comforters are the most
popular bedcovering choice
today. They make bed making easy and fast —
feature that's really important -with bunk bids
:
- which

are harder to move than a
inJe uniL_
A good comforter will give
your son years of service,
stand up to his activities, and
-leek-Tight in any decimating
scheme as his tastes grow
and change.
Built-in bookcases frame
the bunk bed and create lots
of extra shelf space. The
wood framed bed is painted
royal blue to accent the carpet and to blend in with the
back wall. It contains three
deep drawers for storing
out-of-season clothes, study
materials and extra games.

aohofrote
g
ilewereotee767
th
.- a w
THIS BOY'S ROOM is designed for games, study and
!jeep-ow...4m company. Bunk-beda are easy to nuke up
with down-filled comforters. A spare bed is simple to
produce — just unroll a sleeping bag and company is
set for the night. Daytime activities will make good use
of the ample floor space.

.
.-,-._ _ ----„
.
.
, ., . . , . . .

Fire hazards: bad news.
-

Are there many fire of dwelling fires each year
hazards in your house?
by playing with cigarettes,
"Nearly every house is bematches and lighters.
set by at least some of the
Other major home fire
many conditions that. hazards include those incause fire," says the head
volving electricity — deof the National Fire Pro- fective wiring, wrong size
tection Association, "al- fuses, worn appliance and
though families seldom
extension cords, and electake time to think about tric cords run under rugs.
this.Rubbish that piles up
Topping the list of ma-. in the attic, basement.
of home
, fires, --Closets, garage —
aifd
according to studies made can be treacherous. So
by NFPA, is carelessness can paint and,flammable
in the use and disposal of liquids, used and stored
smoking materials.
improperly: chimneys and
Adults are the major flues that are dirty and
offenders — including defective; heating and
those who persist in smok- cooking equipmerft which
ing in bed — but children, needs cleaning and repair.
too, are responsible for
and open flames and
starting tens of thousands sparks.
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Check Inside...
Is insulaiion adequate? Are storm doors
and windows sealing out damp and
cold? Inspect them and see_
'

Check Outside...
_

Is roof seep and leak proof?
Do you
need a new paint job? Maybe it's
time
for aluminum siding...
-

Take Care --Of Your Home...
It's A Good Investment

I

Can Help
11
You Rough In

•

N1

IF YOU'RE
STILL

Pickens

•

PVC DWV
Pip• & Fittings.

E-

Copp•r,Strien•
CV
fr
,
•
r-

West Ky. Rural Electric
•
Cooperative- Corporat on

Catering To All Your
Plumbing & Electric Needs

753-6822
PLUMBING•RECTIHICAl•PLUMBING•ElECTRKAL•PlUMBING•ILECTIRICAIT
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Because we're a full service bank, we offer
our Customers the convenience of a variety of

financial services. We want to be you
bank...come in and see us today!
*SERVICES OFFERED
Checking Accounts
Saving Accounts
Saving Certificates of Deposits
Golden Passbook Savings
Passbook Savings
Commercial Loans
Real Estate Loans
Installment Loans

Federal Insured Student Loans
Bank-By-Mail
Night Depository
Safe Deposit Boxes
Travelers Checks
Bank Drafts
Automatic Transit's- of-Funds
Photo Copy Service

Drive-In Windows
Notary Public Services
Savings Bonds
Bankomericard
Vacation Club
Christmas Club
Travel Services
Individual Retirement Accounts
Direct Deposits Social Security

PAGE 16 Off MUMMY,Ey., LEDGER &
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Only-eeonomical way to get rid of oldwindow problems—ditch the windows!
thron*-eeenomical_
way to get rid of old win.dow problems is to get
rid of old wincloWs. And
replace them with tight.
double-glazed. maintenance-free new windows.
Today. replacing old
windows is a lot more
convenient and more economical than ever before.
That's all because of a
reniariable development
in window „, design: the
made- to
replacement
window. Time was when replacing old windows meant a
big. time-consuming. ex-

-pezuive _job_ The old w
dows had to be torn out,
and the mess had to be
cleaned up. Then the
homeowner or window ••
contractor had to try to
make the new windows fit
those old openings.
Finding new windows
that matched the exact
size was almost always a
major problem. Window
openings and old windows
come in an almost infinite
variety of different sizes
But the local lumberYard or building supplier
can carry only a limited
TODAY, THE MADE -TO number of "standard"
FIT replacement window is
the only economical way Ati
iget rid of old window prOblems. Heeause they are CU!,
10111 made to the exact dimension' of the window
opening, they fit perfectly.
No struetiiral alterations, no

single glass.
And new made-to-fit aluminum windows save a lot
of maintenance expense
and trouble. In fact, the
only maintenance they
may ever need is cleaning,
and that can be done from

the inside.
Old. windOWS wastc
ergy and cost a lot of time,
trouble, and upkeep. The
only economical answer to
old window problems is
the made-to-fit aluminum
replacement window.

_
For a free brochure -110M
the world's largest manuTaCturer of made-to-fit re,
placement windows, storm
windows, and storm doors,
write Mr.Fred M.Schmidt,
Season-all Industries, Inc.
Indiana, Pa. 15701.

INCREASE THE VALUE
OF YOUR HOME

beginner can do it

MeArf,

1,DD-ON ATTIC INSULATION from jottnw-Man‘ille is
de.igned .preifically for the; hundred, of thousand. of
home-', which with on+ I . to 2 of ceiling in•ula
. are
under•in.ulated. Called Keln.ul. it it 5,-- thick and will
tiring the I,putt-ally under-in-minted yelling up to the more
practical 6- minimum. It hat no foil or kraft paper harking
to art a. a 6apor barrier (when it it added
exi.teng in,ulation a vapor harrier will too.t likely already be. in
place). Rein-lit rome. in 32-foot roll., in both 15" and 23"
width. — the most common spacing found between attic
floor joists. Easy to in-tall. fielnsul c-an he applied without
-petial tool. or technical knowledge,

Randy Thornton
Service Co.
Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 Chestnut Pitmen 7534111

teration. No bricking in.
- no carpentry, no plastering, no repainting, no redecorating.
Made-to-fit windows can
be built to literally hundreds of thousands of dif----ferent sizes, and dozens
of different styles. Once
they're installed, they
start saving money for a
homeowner.
They practically eliminate air infiltration; that
saves a lot of energy. If
they're double glazed,
they'll save even more
energy. Insulating glass
saves half of the energy
that would be lost by conduction directly thronah
made- to-fit replacement
window. Custom measured
and custom manufactured
to the exact dimensions of
a window opening,a madeto-fit window has to,.,11t.
Perfectly.
It installs quickly and
easily, often in a half hour
or less, from the inside of
a home. Only the movable
sash and three small strips
of wood need be removed
from the old window
frame.
And there's absolutely
no need for structural alsizes of windows More
often than not, the "standard" size wouldn't quite
fit, and the window opening had to be altered to
make it fit_
_
But today, there% the

THE BEST BUY ON
BAR STOOLS?

...WITH A HOME IMPROVEMENT LOAN.

Add a room to your house, repaint,
remodel or repair. Every
improvement you make in your
home increases the value of your
property. We offer
home
improvement loans to help you
make the most of your house or
income property.

Home Loan Moneyls-Available!
For The Best Home Loan
Youll Find Anywhere--See Us!

WHY DUNN'S
OF COURSE!
ISM WAIN
ILINDIER

-

*Several Styles
*Unlimited Choice
*All Colors

FSLIC M
arrayci3raric

er
,
.•

Dunn's Furniture Warehouse
7S3 3037

ophinsviiie
gede a/ Savtnjs &
_ 7th and
Main

Opening In August
South Murray Branch-715S. 12th

Loan
Phone
753-7921

